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Quick Setup Guide
The EDM Modal software runs on several different hardware platforms from
Crystal Instruments:
•

Spider-80X/80Xi: compact modular dynamic measurement systems that
can be expanded to support hundreds of channels

•

Spider-81: an 8-channel vibration controller that can be expanded to a
system with hundreds of channels

•

Spider-81B: a 4-channel economic version of Spider-81

•

Spider-20/20E: a 4-channel handheld Wi-Fi enabled signal analyzer and
data recorder

When there is no confusion, this manual refers the hardware platforms above as
“Spider”. When the description is specifically related to a type of hardware, the
product model number will be mentioned.

Important Safety Information
The Spider product complies with:
EN 61326:1997+A1:1998+A2:2001
EN61000-3-2: 2000 & EN61000-3-3: 1995+A1:2001
The Spider and its accessories should be used only as specified in this User’s
Manual or the warranty protection provided by Crystal Instruments may be void.
Condensation may form on the circuit boards when the device is moved from a
cold environment to a warm one. In these situations, always wait until the device
warms up to room temperature and is completely dry before turning it on. This
acclimatization should take about 2 hours.
For the most accurate measurements, a warm-up phase of 20 minutes is
recommended.
These devices have been designed for use in clean and dry environments. They are
not to be operated in 1) exceedingly dusty and/or wet environments, 2) in
environments where danger of explosion exists, and 3) in environments
containing aggressive chemical agents.
Always lay cables in such a manner as to avoid tripping hazards.
A Warning identifies conditions and actions that pose hazard(s) to the user. A
Caution identifies conditions and actions that may damage the instrument.
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To avoid electrical shock or fire:
1. The Spider is a low voltage measurement instrument.
2. Do not apply input voltages above the rating of the instrument. Never
apply a voltage that potentially exceeds ±20 V.
3. Review the entire manual before using the instrument and its
accessories.
4. Do not operate the instrument around explosive gas or vapor.
5. Before use, inspect the instrument, BNC connectors and accessories
for mechanical damage and replace if damaged. Look for cracked or
missing plastic. Pay special attention to the insulation surrounding the
connectors.
6. Remove the cables and accessories that are not in use.
7. Use the ground input only to ground the instrument. Do not apply any
voltage.
8. Do not insert metal objects into connectors.
9. Use only the wall-mount AC Adapter provided by Crystal
Instruments.
AC Adapter Voltage Range
For external power sources theSpider-80X uses a wall-mount AC adapter. The AC
Power range is: 100 – 240VAC, 47 – 440 Hz.
Maximum Measurement Input Voltage
The maximum working input voltage is 20 V peak. Voltage ratings are given as
“working voltage”. They should be read as Vpeak for dynamic applications and as
VDC for DC applications.
The maximum input range without damaging the hardware is 40Vpeak.

Connecting Your PC to the Spider Front-End
You can connect the Spider modules through an Ethernet LAN or
directly to your PC using an Ethernet crossover cable. There is a CAT-5
100Base-T jack on the rear of the modules.
If your Spider system consists of more than one module, you will need to connect
the modules with a network switch or router. It is recommended that your system
use a private LAN rather than a shared office LAN. Spider hardware supports
IEEE 1588 time synchronization. To scale the measurement system with more
than one Spider unit, an Ethernet switch supporting IEEE 1588 is highly
recommended.
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Figure 1. Topology

Set Master or Slave Mode
The M/S switch on the back of each unit is used to control whether it is
configured as a Master or a Slave. For a system with multiple units, only
one can be configured as a Master, and all others must be set as Slaves.
If you are using only one module, the system will automatically
configure it as a Master regardless of the switch position. If additional modules
are added later, it will be necessary to configure the first module as the Master
and each of the additional modules as Slaves.
Connect the Power Adapter
Connect the power adapter to the power jack on the rear of the device and to an
AC power source. The power adapter is an AC to DC converter that accepts 100 –
240 VAC (47 – 440 Hz) and outputs 15VDC. The total power consumption is less
than 10 watts during full operation.

Turn Spider Power On
After the Ethernet cable and power adapter are connected to the Spider, press the
Power button on the front of the unit. The LAN LED will illuminate.

IP Setup
When each Spider is shipped, unless the user has requested otherwise, it is set by
default to the Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP). If no DHCP server
is found when Spider is connected to a PC or LAN, the device will resort to a link-
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local address auto configuration. In this mode, the device randomly chooses
an address in the 169.254.x.x address space.
Since all this happens automatically, the IP settings of the Spider modules should
not need to be manually set.
If a static IP configuration is required, IP settings of the Spider can be changed
with the Front-End IP Address Setup Tool that was installed with EDM. This
tool is in the EDM installation folder. It is called “Front-End IP config.exe”.

Figure 2. Set Device IP Address

Each connected hardware module will be listed by serial number. To change
settings, select a module, enter the desired IP address, subnet mask, and default
gateway, and click Set static IP address. You can also choose to have the IP
settings automatically assigned via DHCP by clicking Enable DHCP. The LED
on the Spider will flash for a couple seconds, indicating that the new IP has been
assigned. It is helpful to keep track of the IP address of each module and its
physical location.
Resetting to Factory Default IP Settings
To reset to the factory default IP address of 192.168.1.153 for the Spider-80X,
press and hold the Reset button on the back of the unit for 4 seconds.
For the Spider-81, it is recommended to use the front panel LCD and menu
buttons to make changes to the IP settings.
Computer Network Settings
The network settings on the PC must have a matching subnet and subnet mask to
communicate with a Spider module. If both the computer and the Spider module
are set to use DHCP, then they will automatically configure matching IP
addresses with the correct matching subnet settings.
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To verify the network connection, use the PING command in the Command
Prompt window on the PC. In the Windows Start Menu, select Run, type ping
192.168.1.182 (the actual IP of your Spider), and press enter. (Note: replace the
factory default IP, 192.168.1.182, with the actual configured IP address of the
device.
If it is correctly configured, the ping command will receive responses, as shown
below.

Figure 3. Ping Test

Running EDM
You are now ready to launch EDM. This section will explain the basics of
configuring a system, running a test, and saving data.
Connect to a Database
It is necessary to create a database to store and access test configuration data.
When you first open EDM, the Database Access Wizard will be displayed. Select
Create a New Database to create a new empty database. Click on the Next
button, enter a new database name, and click the Create button. Then, click the
Access button after the database has been created.
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Figure 4. Database Access

There are two password controls in the EDM software. One
password accesses the database server and the other
password logs into EDM as a user. The database password
is rarely used.
When creating a new database, check the box as shown below to copy libraries of
channel table, sensor parameters, shaker parameters, and configured system
from the current database.

Figure 5. Create New Database
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Alternatively, to open an existing database, select Switch to another database
and in the next window select the database to use.

Figure 6. Switch to Another Database

Configuring a System
A data acquisition system can be configured from any combination of available
front-end modules connected to the LAN. The desktop software can store
multiple configurations and recall any one of them for a test.
When all the front-end modules have been connected, bring up the hardware
configuration window by clicking on Spider Config, or Tools->Spider
Configuration.

Detected and previously used modules will be listed on the left side by IP address
and serial number. The top right section shows the modules in the currently
selected system, and the section below lists settings for the selected module. To
create a new system, click the Create a New Spider System button on the
bottom left, enter a name for the system, and select the module or modules to
include.
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Figure 7. Spider System Configuration

Updating Firmware
All front-end devices should be kept up to date with the latest firmware to ensure
the best operation. The desktop software will automatically detect and update the
firmware on connected modules. To manually update or change the firmware on
a device, contact a Crystal Instruments tech support engineer at +1(408)9868880.
Creating a New Test
Once the front-end system has been configured and connected, a test can be set
up by clicking on New Test.

Figure 8. New Test

Click on Config to access test configuration parameters.

Figure 9. Test Configuration
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The test configuration area is a multiple-tab dialog box that allows the user to set
up the analysis parameters, run schedule, event-action rules and other settings.
Some of these parameters can also be set directly on the control panel while a test
is running.

Figure 10. Test Configuration

A test can be controlled by the buttons on the Control Panel and on the Control
Toolbar.
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Figure 11. Test Control Panel

Saving Signals and Recording Time Streams
Different options are available to save measurement data. EDM uses the terms
Save for block data and Record for time stream data. Blocks of data, which
include time-domain and frequency domain blocks, can be manually saved by
clicking the Save Sigs button or automatically captured based on a trigger
setting. Time stream data can be recorded manually by pressing the Rec. button
or by using a run schedule. Data can be stored on the internal flash memory of the
front-end device or on a hard drive connected to the PC.
To select which signals to save or record, click on Setup->Measured Signals.
Under this tab, signals are organized according to their type; each signal can save
or record.
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Figure 12. Signal Setup

The signals checked in the Save List column (below) can be automatically saved
when the user presses the Save Sig button on the control panel, or when an EventAction Rule generates a Save Signal action. Currently displayed signals can also be
saved by pressing Ctrl+S or by clicking on the small disk icon on the top of the
window.

Figure 13. All Signals Setup

Figure 14. Save Signal Frame to File
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View Live Signals
To view a live signal, find it from the list of available live signals on the left side in
EDM. Right-click the signal and select Display in New Window.

Figure 15. Signal Display Options

You can also select View->New Window. This brings up the Window
Customizer dialog box where you can select which signals to display and which
type of display window to use.
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Figure 16. New Signal Display Window

Run Folders
Every time the user presses the Run button on the Control Panel, a Run folder is
created on the disk by default. Data files and a runlog are saved in the Run folder.
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To save all the data files into one single folder, right-click on the Run Folders pane
and select “Use this Run folder for all Runs”.

A Run folder can be opened, renamed or exported. When a Run Folder is
exported, all the data files in the Run Folder will be copied to the target folder.
When the run folder is exported to. MAT format (matlab), the exported file
contains the information about the data acquisition time and the signal export
time.
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View Saved Data
Saved signals for the current test are shown under the Run Folders tab on the left
of the screen. Right-click on any listed signal to display it.

Figure 17. Signal Display Settings

To view the data files saved by other tests, click on the Data Files tab and browse
the folder:

Create a Report
Click on the Report tab. Much information as listed below can be generated in a
report in WORD document. Defined Template feature has many templates that
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were previously defined to generate the report, or the user can customize his/her
own ones.

Figure 18. Create a Report

Where is My Data?
The testing data is managed by the CPU on the front-end hardware and PC (or,
iPad and other peripherals). The testing configuration and testing results, i.e. the
measured signals, can be saved in various locations, summarized with the
following diagram:
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PC Hard disk
Test 1
Test 2
Test 3

Hardware Front End

Run1

Test 1
Run2

Sig1

Test 2
Test 3

Sig2
Run3

Sig3

Database keeps all test setup
history and final snapshot of signals

On the PC, the database keeps all the history, testing setup, and the final snap
shot of measured signals. If you want to back up the setup of ALL tests, simply
backup or export the complete database.
The testing data is organized with hierarchy of Tests>Runs >Measured Signals.
On the PC’s hard disk, a test folder containing multiple RUN folders is also
created. A test project file, *.STK, is a copy of the test setup in the database
with the same test name. It is a single file and can be easily transported to
another PC.
The Run folders keep multiple measured signals saved by the user or the test.
These measured signals are not stored in the database.
Each file of Measured Signals contains multiple signals that are captured at one
time. We call these signals collectively a frame of data.
If the user sets the Front-End to black box mode or selects to save the Measured
Signals to the Front-End instead of the PC, the measured signals will be saved to
the front-end hardware instead of the PC. Users can always download the
measured data from the Front-End to the PC.
On the front-end hardware, the most recent eight tests are kept in the flash
memory so the hardware can run without the PC. If operated with the PC, the
software will automatically synchronize the test configuration from the PC to the
Front-End.
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EDM Operation
Since the manual focuses on the EDM Modal Analysis topic, please refer to the
Spider-DSA manuals for more information about the basic and advanced EDM
operation.
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Experimental Modal Analysis
Introduction
Experimental Modal Analysis (EMA) has developed into a major technology for
studying structural dynamics in past several decades. Through Experimental
Modal Analysis, a complex structure phenomenon in structural dynamics can be
represented using decoupled modes, consisting of natural frequency, damping,
and mode shapes. These collection of modal parameters is referred as Modal
Model. Experimental Modal Analysis more often is referred to as Modal Analysis.
Structural vibration has been the key areas for the dynamic testing and analysis
group. Whether the object is the turbine blade which will rotating at high speed,
or a bridge which will sustain the traffic or blowing wind, the Modal Analysis can
be applied and provide the insight solutions.
The complete Modal Analysis includes both the data acquisition and subsequent
parameter identifications. From its beginning date till nowadays, Modal Analysis
has been applied widely in mechanical and structural engineering, for designing,
optimizing, and validating purposes. It has been widely accepted for broad
applications in automotive, civil engineering, aerospace, power generation,
musical instruments, etc., industries.
Overview
Experimental Modal Analysis emerged in the late 1950s and steadily gain
popularity since the late 1960s. During that period, one major structural issue the
researchers tried to solve is self-excited aerodynamic flutter problem. This is one
critical issue for the aerospace industry. Nowadays, ground vibration testing
(GVT) is still carried out on the prototype of every new airplane model designed.
During that time, tuning the normal mode was a very challenging task. Not only
to mention the large amount of testing equipment is required, but also a highly
skilled test team is required.
Much widely used than the Normal Mode testing, modal survey was conducted on
the structure under test using a small hydraulic actuator or electro-mechanical
exciter to understand the characteristics of the structural modes. The
measurement research effort of the late 1960s and early 1970s focused on
generating a modal model from a set of measured FRFs.
Over the next several decades, the acquisition of FRFs followed by modal
parameter identification based upon FRF models turned out to be the dominant
methodology. Using this method, the FRFs are measured first, followed by
parameter identification of the modal frequencies, damping factors and mode
shapes.
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The origin of modal analysis may be traced way back in history. However, the
Fourier series and spectrum analysis laid a solid foundation for the development
of modal analysis. Fourier, based on earlier mathematical wisdom, claimed that
any arbitrary periodic function with finite interval can always be represented by a
summation of simple harmonic sinusoidal functions.
The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm invented by James Cooly and John
Tukey in 1965 paved the way for application of experimental technique in
structural dynamics. With FFT, Frequency Response Functions of a structure
under test can be computed from the measurement of given inputs and resultant
outputs. The modal analysis theory helps to establish the relationship between
measured FRFs and the modal data of the structure under test. Research efforts
were focused on identifying modal data from measured FRF signals. Since then,
numerous parameter identification methods have been proposed, from Single
DOF to Multiple DOF, time domain methods to frequency domain methods,
single reference to multiple reference, etc. Many of these methods have been
computerized, including methods which are based on responses of a structure
only rather than its frequency response functions.
Theoretical modal analysis can be closely identified with the wave equation which
describes the dynamics of a vibrating string. From the solution, we can determine
its natural frequencies, mode shapes. And forced responses can then be computed
using the modal model. This stage of modal analysis, developed during the
ninetieth, was largely dependent upon mathematics to solve partial differential
equations which describe different continuous dynamic structures. The elegance
of the solution is evident while the scope of solvable structures is limited.
The concept of discretization of an object in space and introduction of matrix
analysis brought about a climax in analytical modal analysis. Theory was
developed such that structural dynamic analysis of an arbitrary system can be
carried out when knowing its mass and stiffness distribution in matrix forms.
However, the theory could only be realized when powerful computers became
available. In that aspect, analytical modal analysis is very much a numerical
method. And that is the one of the very popular Finite Element Analysis (FEA)
applications.
The experimental modal analysis development also helped to advance the theory
of modal analysis. Traditional analytical modal analysis based on the proportional
damping model was expanded into the non-proportional damping model. The
theory of complex vibration modes was developed. Inverse structural dynamic
problems such as force identification from measured responses were actively
pursued. Nonlinear dynamic characteristics were studied experimentally.
Today, Experimental Modal Analysis has entered almost all fields of engineering
and science. Its applications range from automotive engineering, aerospace
engineering to bioengineering, medicine and science. Analytical Modal Analysis
(FEA dynamic analysis) and Experimental Modal Analysis have become two
foundations in structural dynamics.
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Modal testing
Modal testing is the experimental technique used to measure the system
characteristics, assuming the system is linear and time-invariant. The theoretical
basis of the technique is secured upon establishing the relationship between the
vibration response at one location and excitation at the same or another location
as a function of excitation frequency. This relationship, which is often a complex
mathematical function, is known as Frequency Response Function, or FRF in
short. Combinations of excitation and response at different locations lead to a
complete set of frequency response functions (FRFs) which can be collectively
represented by an FRF matrix of the system. This matrix is usually symmetric,
reflecting the structural reciprocity of the structure under test.
The practice of modal testing involves measuring the FRFs of a structure. The
FRF measurement can simply be done by asserting a measured excitation force at
one location of the structure and measure vibration responses at one or more
location(s). Modern excitation technique and recent developments of modal
analysis theory permit more complicated excitation mechanisms. The excitation
can be of a selected frequency band, stepped sinusoid, transient, white noise, or
periodic random types. It is usually measured by a force transducer or impedance
head at the driving point while the response is measured by accelerometers or
other probes. Both the excitation and response signals are fed into a dynamic
signal analyzer which is an instrument responsible for computing the FRF data.
A practical consideration of modal testing is how much FRF data need to be
acquired to adequately derive the modal model of the structure under test. When
doing a simple hammer test, a fixed response location is used while alternately
roving force excitation points. The measured FRF data constitute a row of the
FRF matrix. These data would theoretically suffice for deriving the modal model.
For a simple shaker test, a fixed force input location is used while alternately
moving response collection points or simultaneous acquiring responses from
points. The measured FRF data constitute a column of the FRF matrix. Again, the
data should suffice theoretically. With sufficient measured FRF data, the
parameter identification process will derive modal parameters by ways of curve
fitting. This process is known as experimental modal analysis. The identified
modal parameters will form the modal model of the structure under test.
Parameters can be extracted either from individual FRF curves or from a set of
FRF curves, namely local or global
method.
Typically, the hammer impact test can
be carried out on a simple structure
testing. Or it can be used as a quick
survey before the more complicated
modal shaker test can be carried out. It
involves relatively less equipment,
namely, sensor, without the attachment
of the shaker to the structure. In
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general, it takes not too much time to set up, and carry out the FRF
measurements. But it could be time consuming, when hundreds of measurement
points need to be covered. Besides the roving hammer method, roving
measurement method is also very popularly used. The selection of driving point
needs some consideration for the hammer impact test. The idea is to select the
driving point from which all the modes will show up in the FRF with a valley in
between. And this driving point selection method can provide useful information
for the modal shaker testing.
When dealing with a big or complicated
structure under test, modal shaker can
be used to provide excitation. The
attachment of the modal shaker location
can be decided using the results from
the driving point selection method
mentioned before. More often random
type of excitation waveform can be used
to drive the modal shaker. Pure random
(white noise) excitation would require
windowing, due to the leakage issue.
Burst random, on the other hand, can be leakage free with the right burst rate
selected. If this is the case, uniform window (no window) can be used. With
pseudo random or periodic random, the same block of waveform will be repeat
several times, with a few as delay block. Thus, the structure will settle down to
periodic response stage and the measured block will be leakage free. This will
require no windowing either. Furthermore, the multiple number of cyclic average
using the same block of excitation, will reduce noise further, and yield high
accurate measurement results. With the cost of more test time, the FRF measured
using the periodic type of excitation will have better accuracy.
When the structure under test has some structural symmetry, it may require
multiple modal shakers to provide multiple inputs to the structure under test.
There will be repeated modes or highly couple modes on these structures under
test. Using more than one modal shaker will excite these modes and have enough
information to identify these repeated or highly coupled modes.
For civil engineers, when they are dealing with the bridges, buildings, stadiums,
etc., not always they can excite the test object. For these type of testing, there will
be the responses available for measurement only. Based on the measured
responses, so called Operational Modal Analysis can be applied to identify the
modal parameters of the structure under test.
In summary, experimental modal analysis involves three constituent phases: test
preparation, frequency response measurements and modal parameter
identification. Test preparation involves selection of a structure’s support, type of
excitation force(s), location(s) of excitation, hardware to measure force(s) and
responses; determination of a structural geometry model which consists of points
of response to be measured; and identification of mechanisms which could lead to
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inaccurate measurement. During the test, a set of FRF data is measured and
stored which is then analyzed to identify modal parameters of the tested
structure.
Modal parameter identification
Modal parameter identification is heart of the modal analysis. It is the process of
determining the dynamic characteristics of a system in forms of natural
frequencies, damping factors and mode shapes, and using them to formulate a
modal model for its dynamic behavior. The formulated mathematical model is
referred to as the modal model of the system and the information for the
characteristics are known as its modal parameters.
The dynamics of a structure are
physically decoupled into the modes,
represented by a natural frequency,
damping factor and mode shape.
This is clearly evidenced by the
analytical solution of partial
differential equations of continuous
systems such as beams and strings.
Modal analysis is based upon the fact
that the vibration response of a linear
time-invariant dynamic system can
be expressed as the linear combination of a set of simple harmonic motions called
the modes of structure. This concept is parallel to the use of a Fourier
combination of sine and cosine waves to represent a complicated waveform. The
natural modes of vibration are inherent to a dynamic system and are determined
completely by its physical properties (mass, stiffness, damping) and their spatial
distributions. Each mode is described in terms of its modal parameters: natural
frequency, the modal damping factor and characteristic displacement pattern,
namely mode shape. The mode shape may be real or complex. Each corresponds
to a natural frequency. The degree of participation of each natural mode in the
overall vibration is determined both by properties of the excitation source(s) and
by the mode shapes of the system.
There are different types of modal parameter identification algorithms. The SDOF
method can be used for the lightly coupled modes identification, while MDOF
method for the heavily coupled modes identification. Local method may be used
for the non-stable measurements; while global method be used for the stable
measurements. To identify the modal parameters from the Multiple Input
Multiple Output testing data, the Poly-reference method would be required.
Based on the domain the curve fitting process happening, the categories of modal
analysis fall into the frequency domain and time domain. The popular time
domain method is the Complex Exponential (CE), which is the local type; and the
Least Square Complex Exponential (LSCE), the global type. In the case of MIMO
FRF data, the equivalent poly-reference version poly-reference Frequency
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Domain (PTD) will be used. As for the frequency domain, many of the polynomial
methods are developed.
With the help of a Mode Indicator Function (MIF), the natural frequencies can be
labeled. The popular MIF functions are Multivariate, Complex, Real, and
Imaginary Sum MIFs. The MIF indicators aide identifying repeated roots
(repeated poles) and closely-space distinct roots.
Nowadays, Stability Diagram is commonly used for modal parameter
identification. It employs the iteration process by increasing the modal orders and
the stable poles (includes the modal frequency and damping information) can be
clearly labelled. The physical poles sought are stable (as opposed to
‘computational poles’ sometimes produced by the process) and can be selected
from the Stability Diagram for the following mode shape calculation, using the
residual data as well as the poles identified. This two-stage modal parameter
identification method is a common practice for experimental modal analysis.
The resulting mode shape table can be saved and used for mode shape animation.
Modal Assurance Criterion (MAC) function and FRF synthesis are also available.
These provide means for modal parameter validation.

Modal Testing Preparation
Experimental Modal Analysis (EMA) is an important tool in many structural
vibration analysis situations. There are several fundamental aspects of performing
a successful modal analysis, from preparation, through FRF data acquisition,
modal parameter identification, to the modal model verification.
In this technical note, the emphasis is to discuss the necessary technical details
about preparing a successful modal testing to acquire the set of FRF signals.
Typical Modal Testing preparation will include following several aspects,
1. Measurement locations/directions (DOFs). Measurement DOFs are arranged
based on the mesh model created per dimension of the structure under test. Each
measurement signal has a unique measurement DOF associated with.
2. Sensor selection. Sensors play an important role acquiring high accuracy data.
The selection of the sensor needs to be commensurate to the structure under test,
meaning the size and sensitivity should match the size of the test structure and
testing level.
3. Support of the structure under test. More often, the structure under test t is
suspended using bungee cords, with so called free-free boundary conditions. It is
also possible that sometimes the structure under test is measured installed in its
operating environment.
The purpose of modal testing is to acquire the FRFs based on the mesh model of
the structure under test. This step is crucial because that the success of a Modal
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Analysis relies heavily on the quality of the measured FRF signals. Without top
quality FRF data, no matter how advanced or powerful the modal parameter
identification algorithm is, it is not possible to obtain reliable modal parameters.
From this point of view, modal analysis is in fact relying on measurement
accuracy. To achieve this goal, careful testing planning, and execution are
required. While the parameter identification plays relatively less significant role,
though it is crucial to get the modal parameters.
Mesh of the structure under test
Before starting the data acquisition, the measurement degree of freedoms needs
to be specified. The term of point is used to defined one and each measurement
location on the structure under test. At each point, there are three translational
directions, X, Y, and Z which can be measured usually described by its + or -, X, Y,
and Z coordinates in a Cartesian coordinate system. The combination of a point
number and its direction, i.e., +16Z is called DOF.
Practically, there are also rotational degrees-of-freedom at every point. Due to the
nature of difficult to measure they are usually not considered. When a sensor is
mounted in the opposite direction, it can be labelled as -X, -Y, or -Z. Following is
one Geometry DOFs sample of a cylinder. At each point, 3 local directions are
labelled.
Majority of the time, the
structure under test is more
complex than a simple
cylinder. The Geometry
feature of the Modal software
will take care of this type of
structure under testing using
Components. Each component
has its own origin and Euler
angle defined. By doing so, the
component can take use of its
own local cartesian coordinate
system for the directions.
Sensor selection
Running any type of tests, sensors play important role to ensure top quality
measurement results. Nowadays, majority sensors are IEPE type sensors. The
dynamic range of IEPE sensors is a factor limiting the quality of FRF
measurements, so it must be ensured that the signal-to-noise ratio is as good as
possible. IEPE sensors have +/- 5 V full scale voltage, a good rule is that the
maximum voltage from the sensors is above, say, 0.5 to 1 V. Accelerometers
should usually have high sensitivity, i.e., close to 1000mV/g, or 500 mV/g.
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Since IEPE sensors have fixed measurement range, it is necessary to keep force
sensors with several sensitivities in lab equipment. With these force sensors, the
proper sensitivity one can be chosen for a specific test. This applies also to the
impact hammer. It would be helpful to have a few impact hammers with different
sensitivities (and, with different weight).
Another consideration is between using a few accelerometers which are being
roved over the structure, till all DOFs are measured, or using enough
accelerometers so that all accelerometers can stay on the structure during the
measurements. The choice here is, of course, often limited by the lab budget, but
it should be made clear that for top quality results, for many structures it is
necessary to use the latter approach. When roving accelerometers, the structure is
likely to produce some time variance, and this is the mass loading issue.
There are also TEDS sensors available, i.e. IEPE sensors with built-in chip so the
measurement system can read for example the model, unit, sensitivity, etc., of
each sensor.
Test structure support
The support of the structure under test needs to be decided before the test. This is
often referred to as test boundary conditions. Typically, there are two possible
support choices: free-free conditions, or as installed in operation. The main
reason for choosing the first option, free-free boundary conditions, is that it is
most likely to produce good measurements. When the structure is supported
freely, the vibration energy introduced into the structure by the excitation stays in
the test structure until it has naturally decayed due to the damping of the
structure. On the other hand, when a structure is connected to a world around it,
a lot of the excitation energy will transmit to the surrounding structures, which
usually means it is more difficult to obtain good testing results. To make the best
possible estimation of the modal parameters of a structure, the support of the
structure under test needs to be free-free. While for trouble-shooting purposes the
modal analysis can be carried out on a structure installed into its normal
operation environment.
For free-free boundary conditions,
typically, it is achieved by
suspending the test structure on
soft bungee cords or springs.
Depending on the size and weight of
the test structure, the bungee cords
can be of way different size and
stiffness. The suspending bungee
cords should be soft enough so that
the six rigid body modes due to the
mass and geometry of the test
structure and the stiffness of the bungee cords, at less than a tenth of the first
flexible mode of the structure under test.
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This is particularly important when testing and suspending long slender objects.
In general, this type of structures should usually be hung vertically, to make it
more likely that the rotational rigid body mode with rotation around the long axis
of the object, becomes sufficiently low. For long slender structures hung
horizontally, there will be large risk that the rotational rigid body mode will
exhibit a relatively high frequency due to the small mass moment of inertia.
When support the structure under test using bungee cords, it should always be
avoided to let the structure be touched by the bungee cords. This is likely to add
damping to the structure. Instead, the structure under test should be hung in
regular rope or thin steel thread, which is then connected to the bungee cords.

Modal Testing Excitation Consideration
There are a few modal testing methods considering different type of excitation
used. Commonly known, they are Hammer Impact and Modal Shaker. The
Operational Modal Analysis takes use of the Ambient Excitation, and is based on
the response data only.
Hammer impact testing uses an Impact Hammer to excite the structure under
test. The impulse force applied to the structure is categorized into the broadband
range excitation, due to fact it contains the energy up to certain frequency range.
The hammer impact test is quick to set up and to carry put, thus is widely used.
Also, it has its limitations, and some concerns need to be considered.
Modal shaker testing takes use of the modal shaker to excite the structure under
test. There is a list of waveform types can be selected to excite the structure under
test. It is more often used for complex or large-scale structural testing. Compared
to the hammer impact test, it is more repeatable. On the other hand, Modal
shaker testing requires more hardware, i.e., modal shaker(s), stinger, more input
and output channels from the dynamic signal analyzer. The test setup would
require experienced user.
Ambient excitation uses natural excitation of structure, results in the response
only measurement data. This can be used for testing on bridges, buildings, etc., in
the civil engineering field. It does not require any boundary condition setup, and
no excitation equipment is needed. Due to the lack of knowledge of excitation,
unscaled modal data will be resulted. The analysis will require special processing.
Hammer Impact Testing
When using impact hammer to run the modal testing, there are two ways to
perform the measurement. One is roving hammer, with a fixed response
measurement point, and the excitation point is roving over the measurement
DOFs on the structure under test. The FRF signals between the fixed response
measurement DOF and excitation DOFs are acquired. And this results in one row
of FRF signals.
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Figure 19. Roving hammer test

Equivalently, roving response method can be used. The responses can be
measured at several DOFs, while the excitation is fixed at one DOF on the
structure under test. With this arrangement, a column of FRF signals will be
acquired. With possible multiple responses measured at the same time, more FRF
signals can be measured at the same time. This will speed up the testing process.
But this will result in the so-called mass loading issue, due to the moving the
response accelerometers are moving from one batch of measurement point and
direction to the next. To handle this issue, either dummy blocks can be applied to
all DOFs are not under measurement; or ultimately take use enough
accelerometers to measure all DOFs in one shot.
The structure under test varies from case to case. And this would require different
size of hammers. The vendors of testing equipment typically supply the mini
hammer for the PCB board testing, to the large sledge hammer for huge rotor
testing from power plant.
The Hammer tip or its material plays a big role considering the upper frequency
the test will need. The software tip hammer will result in relatively lower level
impact with wider width of time. From the frequency domain, the auto power
spectrum of the impact pulse will decay sooner than that from the harder hammer
tip on. The following graph illustrates this in time domain and frequency domain.
The rule is to pick the hammer tip material that its auto spectrum decays less than
6 dB to the upper frequency of the setup.

Figure 20. Soft (2) vs hard (1) tip of the hammer
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To alleviate the leakage, Force/Exponential window shown as following can be
applied.

Figure 21. Force/Exponential window with setup parameters

With the application of this window, the response channel data can be decaying to
zero as shown in following graphs.

Figure 22. Response signal after Force/Exponential window

Though the Force/Exponential window helps to deal with the leakage issue, but it
introduces extra damping to the result. Technically, the extra damping introduced
can be extracted after the modal results are identified. If it is possible, increase the
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block size first to allow more measurement time so that the responses from the
structure under test can decay to close to zero level. If this is the case, then no
Force/Exponential window will be applied.
Double hit is a very common phenomenon during hammer impact testing. It
tends to happen more easily when the hammer is hitting at the edge of the
structure. When it happens, the spectrum of the excitation will be distorted and
thus causes the measured FRF signal distorted too. When this happens, the
current set of data will be discarded. Many modal software is implemented with
the double hit detection and auto reject feature. With it is turned on, the data can
be rejected automatically when double hit is detected.
Driving point defines the measurement for which its response DOF is the same as
the excitation DOF. It can be used to help select the fixed driving point DOF for
roving response hammer test, or the fixed response point DOF for roving
excitation hammer test. The process is to select several DOFs on the mesh of the
structure under test. Then the test to measure FRF will be performed. By checking
these FRF signals from the Driving point selection process, the driving point from
which the FRF illustrate most of the resonance peaks, and the valley exists
between any two of resonances can be chosen as the driving point. This is done
with the hammer impact test, but the result can be applied for the modal shake
test too. The selected DOF can be applied for the modal shaker test to attach the
driving stinger from the modal shaker.
Modal Shaker Testing
With Modal Shaker Excitation testing the structure is excited at one fixed DOF,
and Responses are measured at number of DOFs. FRF signals between response
DOFs and excitation DOF are computed. With single input (excitation) multiple
output (response), one column of FRF signals are measured. When the input
channel count of the Dynamic Signal Analyzer is not high enough to cover all the
measurement DOFs in one shot, the measurement sensors can be roved, and the
measurement can be repeated to finish all the required response DOFs.

Figure 23. Modal Shaker test
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To drive the modal shaker, an output channel from the Dynamic Signal Analyzer
will be used to drive the amplifier of the modal shaker. There are many waveform
types are available to drive the structure under test. Commonly, the Pure Random
(Gaussian Random, or White Noise) can be the choice to drive the structure
under test. Due to the nature of leakage, window, i.e., Hann window needs to be
applied with this type of excitation waveform.
Another commonly used excitation waveform for Modal Shake testing is the Burst
Random. The signal type is still random nature, but it will output the random
with user defined percentage, and then keeps no drive sending out. This way, the
structural response will decay within the zero-output duration of each block of
data. In case the response does not decay enough, the percent of the burst random
can be tuned to increase the zero-output period. With this achieved, there will be
no leakage and thus no windowing would be required. And this is the main reason
for the choice of Burst Random type of excitation.
Periodic Random and Pseudo Random are another category of random
waveforms. The Pseudo Random is defined as an ergodic, stationary random
signal consisting of energy content only at integer multiples of the FFT frequency
lines (Δf). The linear spectrum of this signal is shaped to have a constant
amplitude, but with random phase. The following figure illustrates this constant
amplitude characteristics of the pseudo random signal.

Figure 24. Pseudo Random Signal Spectrum

When sufficient delay time is allowed in the measurement procedure, any
transient response to the initiation of the signal will decay, and the resultant input
and output blocks are periodic with respect to the sampled period (block size).
The Periodic Random signal is also an ergodic, stationary random signal
consisting only of integer multiples of the FFT frequency increment. The
frequency spectrum of this signal has random amplitude and random phase
distribution. Following figure shows the spectrum characteristics.
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Figure 25. Periodic Random Signal Spectrum

For each spectral average, input signal is generated with random amplitude and
random phase. The system is excited with this input multiple blocks, until the
transient response to the change in excitation signal decays. The input and
response histories should then be periodic with respect the block-size and are
saved as one spectra average in the total process. With each new average, a new
block of signal, random with respect to previous input signals, is generated so that
the resulting measurement will be completely randomized.
Also available as excitation waveforms are the sine type, i.e., Chirp, Burst
Chirp.
Sometimes multiple excitation testing may be required, and this is referred as
Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) testing. It is more often used for large
and supple structures’ modal testing. With use of multiple modal shakers, the
excitation energy will be sufficiently distributed to excite the global modes of the
structure under test. Simply increasing the driving force with single shaker
arrangement, will overstress the driving point, and caused nonlinearity behavior
of the structure.
Besides, for structures that have repeated modes, or highly coupled modes,
MIMO modal testing will result in multiple columns of FRF. With this
information, the repeated modes or highly coupled modes can be identified, using
the corresponding FRF matrix. It needs to point out that the parameter
identification method to handle the poly-reference FRF matrix will be the polyreference type too. With identified mode participation factor, the repeated or
highly coupled modes can be isolated.

EDM Modal
EDM Modal is a complete Modal Testing and Modal Analysis suite for
Experimental Modal Analysis (EMA). EDM Modal was developed based upon the
sophisticated technologies of modern modal analysis theory and technique. With
its intuitive controls and powerful features, EDM Modal is the ultimate tool for
modal analysis applications. An intuitive interface allows users to manage highly
complicated tests that can involve hundreds of measurement points and multiple
excitations. This interface also allows for simple tests to be conducted quickly and
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with little effort. Regardless of how complicated the modal test is, EDM Modal
provides exactly the right tools to achieve your goal.
To successfully acquire testing data, it is essential to properly book-keep the
Degree-of-Freedoms (DOFs) of the test structure. The Geometry Editor handles
all types of structure modeling and supports all types of coordinate systems.
Using the concept of ‘components’, parts of a complicated structure can be built
simply and then integrated into the geometric model. Inside the Input Channel
Setup window, the measurement points and their corresponding directions can
be defined. Once the test is started, the measurements will proceed through all the
test points, as defined by the Degree-of-Freedom (DOF) information for each
measurement point.
Modal parameter identification is at the heart of modal analysis. EDM Modal
employs several curve fitting methods for modal parameter identification. The
Least-Squares Complex Exponential (LSCE) method is implemented for the pole
(natural frequency and damping factor) identification of single-reference
Frequency Response Function (FRF) cases. For multiple-reference (Multiple
Input/ Multiple Output or MIMO) testing cases, the corresponding PolyReference Time Domain (PTD) method can be used. With the knowledge of the
Modal Participation Factor (MPF) from multiple reference FRF data, closelycoupled modes can be isolated. For mode shape calculation, the renowned PolyReference Frequency Domain method (PFD) is used, which is very intuitive.
The animation tool is a powerful visualization facility that simulates the mode
shapes of the device under test, allowing users to study and understand large
amounts of data through a 3-dimensional animated display. The animation
module can apply color contours to the surfaces of the geometry model to help
visualize deflections in a 3-dimensional space. Free-form Deformation (FFD)
enhances the mode shape animation, resulting in smoother and more realistic
mode shape displays. Using the same geometry model, Operational Deflection
Shapes (ODS) can be displayed using measured time or spectrum operating
responses.

EDM Modal Test Types
EDM executes a newly created or recalled test project. A test project consists of an
input, maybe output configuration, analysis parameters, and acquired data. A
new test is created by selecting New Test in the Test menu. This opens the New
Test Wizard window as following.
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Figure 26. Create a New Modal Test

Select the type of test on the Modal tab. The types of modal tests include Import
FRF Data, Hammer Impact, MIMO FRF. MIMO Swept & Stepped Sine, and
Operational Modal Analysis.
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Geometry Editor
EDM Modal Geometry/ODS/Animation is the primary EDM Modal software
module, which is required for every EDM Modal system. This option provides fast
and efficient structural model generation and full 3D visualization of test and
analysis results.
The base elements (points, lines, and surfaces) can be added/deleted graphically,
or through typed Model Editor entry. Components can be specified for each part
of the structure when they are created. Each component can have its own origin,
as well as its directions and Euler angles. The basic component library includes:
line, plane, cube, cylinder and sphere. Any of these can be added to the geometry
model by specifying origin, direction, dimensions, and the number of cells of the
component.
The geometry model can be saved and later recalled by other tests. Also, the
model can be cleared when the user wants to start over with a new geometry
model for the structure under test. Several types of format from 3rd party
applications are supported for geometry model import. The Universal File Format
(UFF) format of point and line models is widely used, may be imported to EDM
Modal Geometry.
Geometry Editor is designed to help users to create the geometric models for
modal analysis including adding and deleting the points, lines, surfaces, cubes,
spheres, and cylinders.

Figure 27. An Overview of Geometry Editor

On above Geometry Editor tab window, there are icons on the left side of the
window, as well as icons on the top of the window. The left side one icons are
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grouped for the icons related to create, edit, remove or save the model. While the
icons on the top side are related to the display of the geometry model.
Here’s the example of creating a geometric shape as shown above. Click the Add
Object button and then click the Add Panel button.

Figure 28. Add Panel Window

Choose the panel direction as X-Y. Therefore, the panel created will be on the X-Y
plane. Origin of X, Y, and Z is the initial center coordinates of the panel. User can
choose to add a displacement to either direction if necessary. Size is the total
width and height of the panel. Cell defines the number of cells along each
direction. Rotate is the rotational movement on specific axis such as XY axis, XZ
axis, and YZ axis. With above parameters set, press OK to finish creating such a
geometric shape.
Click the Perspective button on the top right corner of the graph window to
display a 4-pane view window as shown below.
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Figure 29. Geometry Editor in 4-Window View

Add/remove object
The first group icons on the left side of the Geometry window can be used to
add/remove object to/from the model graphically.
Following 3 toggle buttons are used to specify the object type to be operated on,
Point
Line
Surface
Only one of the above objects can be selected. The selection of the other one, will
disable the previous selected one.
Add object
This is a toggle button too. When it is toggled on, the selected Point object will be
added to the graph area by a left mouse click.
For the case of Line object is toggled on, left mouse click the starting point, and
drag to the next point, followed by a left mouse click, will create a line between
these two points.
Similarly, for the Surface object, left mouse click the first point, drag to the second
point, left mouse click, and drag to the 3rd point, will create a triangle surface.
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Remove object.
To remove an object graphically, first select the object type, i.e., point. Then, on
the geometry model, left mouse click the object which needs to be removed. The
selected object will be highlighted as red. Now, click the “Remove Object” button
to delete the object. Note: when a point is removed, the related lines and surfaces
will be removed too!
Decimate Model.
When import a FEA or CAD geometry model, the number of points could be too
big for modal testing. The Decimate Model button will reduce the number of
points per Tolerance or Scale definition user specified.

Component operations
Going down along the left
selects current component.
Click this icon, following “Select Current Component” window popes up,

Figure 30. Select Current Component Window

Choose the Component from the pull-down list, and click “OK”, the operation
from this point on will be on the Component selected.
move component
Click this button, the Move Component window will pop up. It allows user to
specify the component to be moved. The entries to the X, Y, and Z are the amount
of translation required, while the entries to the XY, XZ, and YZ are the rotation
angle (in degree) along each plane.
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Figure 31. Move Component Window

Edit Model
The Edit Model window provides the tabular tool to create/modify the geometry
model.
Edit Model.
The tabs of the Edit Model windows are for the operation of Component, Point,
Line and Surface. The action buttons of Delete and Accept apply to each and all
tabs.

Figure 32. Edit Model Window

Component
Each geometry model will consist of at least one component. Typically, multiple
component can be defined for a complicated structure.
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Figure 33. Edit Model Window

To add a component, click the bottom empty line of the component table, a new
component will be added. Click any line, that component is selected. The available
coordinate systems are Cartesian, Cylindrical, and Spherical. They can be
specified per nature of each component. The X, Y and Z coordinates defines the
origin of the component center. While the XY, XZ, and YZ are the Euler angles of
the component. With these location and orientation settings, the component can
be placed at any desired location and orientation
Click the Accept button to save the changes, and this will make the other tabs
available. To remove a component, highlight the component, and click the Delete
button.
Point

Figure 34. Edit Point Window
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The points tab lists Point information and provides tools to operate on the points.
Each point has a number as Name, which is corresponding to the point number in
the later discussed input channel setting.
The visible column defaults to be checked. It can be unchecked, in case a point
needs to be disabled.
The X, Y and Z coordinate columns define the location of the point; while the XY,
XZ, and YZ angle columns define the orientation of the point. These are the angles
with respect to the angles of the component.
Color can be specified for each point, using the pull-down button at the Color
column.

Figure 35. Color Editor in Geometry Editor

The Direction column allows the selection of the deformation direction of the
point. While the last column of the Deform checkbox specifies whether the point
will show the deformation when the geometry model is used to run animation.
To add a new point, scroll down to the bottom, and click the empty line. To delete
a point, highlight the line of that point, and click the Delete button on the right top
corner.

Click Accept button will save the changes made and make the other tabs available.
Lines
Line tab lists the line information and provide the operation of lines. Each line has
a number as its name.
The line is defined by connecting two points, V1 and V2. The visible column
defaults to be checked. It can be unchecked, in case a line needs to be disabled.
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Color of each line can be selected using the pull-down button at the Color column.

Figure 36. Line Editor in Geometry Editor

To add a new line, scroll down to the bottom, and click the empty line. To delete a
line, highlight the line of that line, and click the Delete button on the right top
corner.

Click Accept button will save the changes made and make the other tabs available.
Surface
Surface tab lists the surface information and provide the operation of surfaces.
Each surface has a number as its name.
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Figure 37. Surface Editor in Geometry Editor

The surface is defined by connecting three points, V1, V2, and V3. And each
surface is of the triangle shape. The visible column defaults to be checked. It can
be unchecked, in case a line needs to be disabled.
Color of each surface can be selected using the pull-down button at the Color
column.
To add a new surface, scroll down to the bottom, and click the empty line. To
delete a surface, highlight the line of that surface, and click the Delete button on
the right top corner.
Click Accept button will save the changes made and make the other tabs available.

Previous/Next buttons
These two buttons provide the operation of cancel and redo.
Undo
This will cancel the previous editing action. The button is available, only after a
change is made to the geometry model. And it allows to go back only 1 step.
Redo
This will redo the canceled action. It is active after the “Undo” button is clicked.

Component library
EDM Modal Geometry Editor has a library of built in component library to help
build geometry model more efficiently.
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The available library will be shown once the mouse is hovering on the
Structure icon. The supported components are listed and discussed in the
following.
Line
Add Line
To add a beam type of structure to the geometry model, click the Add Line icon,
following window popes up.

Figure 38. Add Line Window

The entries to the Starting Point, X, Y, and Z define one end of the line. While the
End Point entries of X, Y and Z define the other end. The Cell count is the number
of sections will be added to this line. The number of points on the line will be the
cell count plus 1. Click OK will result in a model of a beam, shown as following.

Figure 39. Sample Beam Model in Geometry Editor
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Panel
Add Panel
This deals with the plane structure geometry model. Following Add Panel window
allows the definition of a plane to be created.

Figure 40. Add Panel Window

The Panel can be placed in either X-Y, X-Z, or Y-Z plane.
The Origin of the plane is defined by the X, Y and Z coordinates, which is the
center of the plane.
The sizes of the width and height are defined per structure measurements. The
unit follows the global displacement setting of the EDM software.
Width Count and Height Count are used to define the number of sections along
each direction of the plane. Note that the number of points alone each direction
will be the cell count plus 1.
Rotate values entered to XY, XZ, and YZ plane define the Euler angle of the plane.
These values need to be set per orientation of the plane under the global
coordinate system.
Following geometry model of the plain is on the XY plane, with 8 sections along X
axis, and 4 sections along Y axis. The number of points is 9 by 5, which equals to
45. The model consists of all the points, lines, and surfaces.
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Figure 41. Geometry Editor in 4-Window View

Cube
Add Cube
This icon handles the creation of a cube component. The points/lines/surfaces on
the 6 surfaces of the cube will be created.

Figure 42. Add Cube Window
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The Origin of the Cube is defined by X, Y and Z coordinates, which is the center of
the Cube.
The sizes along the X, Y and Z axis are entered per cube dimensions. The unit
follows the global displacement setting of the EDM software.
The Cell counts for X, Y and Z axis are used to define the number of sections along
each direction of the cube. Note that the number of points alone each direction
will be the cell count plus 1.
Rotate values entered to XY, XZ, and YZ plane define the Euler angle of the plane.
These values need to be set per orientation of the plane under the global
coordinate system.

Figure 43. Sample Cube Model in Geometry Editor

Above geometry model of the cube consists of 5 sections along X axis, 3 sections
along Y axis, and 4 sections along Z axis. The model consists of all the points,
lines, and surfaces.
Sphere
Add Sphere
This icon handles the creation of a Sphere component. The points, lines and
surfaces on the sphere will be created.
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Figure 44. Add Sphere Window

The Origin of the Sphere, is defined by its shift along X, Y and Z coordinates,
which is the center location of the Sphere.
The size of Radius is the sphere dimension. The unit follows the global
displacement setting of the EDM software.
The Cell counts are defined for longitudinal and latitudinal directions
respectively.
Rotate values entered to XY, XZ, and YZ plane define the Euler angle of the
Sphere. These values need to be set per orientation of the Sphere under the global
coordinate system.
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Figure 45. Sample Sphere Model in Geometry Editor

Above geometry model of the Sphere consists of all the points, lines, and surfaces.
Cylinder
Add Cylinder
This icon handles the creation of a Cylinder component. The
points/lines/surfaces on the Cylinder will be created.

Figure 46. Add Cylinder Window
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The First and End center points are defined by their X, Y and Z coordinates,
which is the center line of the Cylinder.
The Circle Size defines the radius of the cylinder. The unit follows the global
displacement setting of the EDM software.
The Cell counts for Arc defines the number of sections of the cylinder circle. While
the height count defines the sections along the height of the cylinder.
Rotate values entered to XY, XZ, and YZ plane define the Euler angle of the
cylinder. These values need to be set per orientation of the cylinder under the
global coordinate system.

Figure 47. Sample Cylinder Model in Geometry Editor

Above geometry model of the Cylinder consists of all the points, lines, and
surfaces. And it is shown with the quad view mode, Perspective, Top, Side, and
Front. For this model, the directions of each points are modified to have the local
Y axis be perpendicular to the cylinder surface.
Circle
Add a circle
This icon handles the creation of a circular component. The points, lines and
surfaces on the circle, and its surfaces will be created.
The Origin of the circle, is defined by its shift along X, Y and Z coordinates, which
is the center location of the Sphere.
The Size defines the Start and End radius of the circle. Also available are the Start
and End Angle. When the end Angle is 360 degrees, it is a complete circle.
The Cell counts for Arc defines the number of circular sections; while the Radius
count defines the number of sections along the radius of the circle.
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Extrude allows the surface to extrude along the Axis selected. The length defines
the extruding length along the defined axis. Count specifies the number along the
extruding axis.
Rotate values entered to XY, XZ, and YZ plane define the Euler angle of the
cylinder. These values need to be set per orientation of the cylinder under the
global coordinate system.

Figure 48. Add a Circle

Click Ok, the following circular components is created.

Figure 49. Sample of Circle component
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Model file operation
Import model
This icon will allow user to select a geometry model file to import. The .unv files
are of the UFF format, and it is fully supported. EDM Modal software saves its
geometry model to .xml format files. And these saved .xml file geometry model
can be opened here. The CAD and FEA models can be imported too. These
supported types are .dxf, .stl, .obj, .3ds, and .nas.
Export model
This will save the current geometry model to a geometry model file in the format
of XML. The saved .xml geometry files can be imported using the previous import
model icon.
Clear model
Click this icon will clear the geometry model. A confirmation message window
will pop up, and user can confirm or cancel the action.

The above discussed controls are all the functions related to geometry creation
and edition. Following are function buttons and icons associated with the
geometry display.

Geometry model positioning/scaling
Rotate
This is a toggle button. Once it is toggled on, the X, Y and Z axis arrows and
related circles will be shown on the window. Drag the circle along each direction
axis will rotate the geometry model. This way the geometry model can be
positioned to the required orientation in a controlled fashion.
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Figure 50. Rotate A Model in Geometry Editor

Without this Rotate icon toggled, left mouse click and drag it on the geometry
display, the model will also rotate in a free form style. The rotation will be
following the dragging with respect to the origin of the geometry model.
Translate
This is a toggle button. Once it is toggled on, the X, Y and Z axis arrows will be
shown on the window. Drag the geometry model up/down, or left/right within the
display plane, will reposition it to the new location.

Figure 51. Position A Model

Zoom in/out
These two are action buttons, designed to zoom in or zoom out the geometry
model. Click either button will zoom in or zoom out the model.
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Besides, these two buttons, the size of the geometry model can be resized using
the mouse wheel.
Auto Scale
Click this button, the default setting values will be applied to the geometry model.
The origin, orientation, as well as scale of the geometry model will be reset to the
defaults.

Show/Hide objects
Following toggle buttons control the display of different objects.
Point
Point
With the button toggled on, the points will be displayed on the geometry model,
as a small dot, with color defined in the Edit Model, point tab.
Following screenshot illustrates the point, with line depicted.

Figure 52. Show Points in A Cylinder Model

Point Normal
The directions of the point will be shown, once this button is toggled on. This
illustrates the directions of the points.
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Figure 53. Show Points Normal in A Cylinder Model

Point Label
Once the point label button is toggled on, the point label, or point number are
shown. Following screenshot illustrates the point, point label with the Line on.

Figure 54. Show Points Label in A Cylinder Model

Line
Line
The line object will be depicted when the Line button is toggled on. Below
screenshot illustrate the cylinder geometry with only the line drawn.
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Figure 55. Show Lines in A Cylinder Model

Surface
Model
When this button is toggled on, the surface will be shown with the color defined
for the component in the Edit Model window. The default color is green.

Figure 56. Show Surfaces in A Cylinder Model

Surface Normal
An arrow illustrates the surface normal direction will be drawn to each surface,
once this Surface Normal button is toggled on. The normal direction of the
surface is decided by the right-hand rule, when the surface is created by
connecting 3 points.
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Figure 57. Show Lines Normal in A Cylinder Model

Surface
The surfaces will be drawn with the color assigned to each surface in the Edit
Model window, Surface tab, when the Surface button is toggled on. It overwrites
the Model toggle button, in case both are toggled on.

Figure 58. Show Surfaces in A Cylinder Model

Origin
Origin
Click this button, the origin of the geometry model will be drawn to the origin
location.
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Save image
Save Image
Click this button, a Save As window pops up and user can enter a name, and save
the geometry graph window graphical file. The supported graphical file types are
PNG, JPG, and BMP.

Perspective and Quad view
The geometry model window can be shown as one window of Perspective view, or
Quad window with Perspective, Top, Side and Front views.
The switch can be achieved by clicking the Perspective label on the top left corner
of the Geometry graph window. Following is the perspective view of a cylinder
model.

Figure 59. Perspective View of Cylinder Model

Click the Perspective label, the display window will illustrate the geometry in the
following quad view format. It consists of the Perspective, Top, Side and Front
view panes.
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Figure 60. Perspective 4-Window View of Cylinder Model
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Import Frequency Response Function (FRF) Data
Import FRF Data is a test type of the EDM modal software which allows the
acquired FRF data set to be imported for modal analysis. This test does not
require the data acquisition hardware to be present and can be used when the
FRF signals are acquired beforehand.
A geometry model corresponding to the DOFs information of the measurement
data set can be built or imported using the Geometry Editor tool. Details of
Geometry Editor can be found in the previous chapter of Geometry.
The modal parameters will be identified using the Least Square Complex
Exponential (LSCE) or Poly-reference Time Domain (PTD) curve fitting
algorithms, depending on the number of reference channels of the FRF data set
selected/imported. The mode shapes identified can be animated using the
geometry model, allowing user to observe the dynamic deformation modes of the
structure under test.

Create a New Test
A new test is created by selecting New Test in the Test menu. This opens the New
Test Wizard as blow.

Figure 61. Create A New Import FRF Test
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From the Modal tab, select the Import FRF Date entry from the left side. The
description in the middle discusses the features of this test type.
If there’s an existing geometry model available, click Choose button to browse
and import the geometry model (.xml). If this is not done at this stage, the
geometry model can be created or imported in the Geometry Editor tab, after this
“Import FRF Data” test is created.
Click Next >, assign a test name and test description to the test. Existing modal
signals can be selected at this step by browsing the signal files. If no existing
modal signal file is selected, the modal data set can be selected later.

Figure 62. New Test Wizard

Click Finish button, the default EDM display for a new import FRF data test type
will be created and presented, as illustrated in the following window.
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Figure 63. Overview of A Newly Created Import FRF Test

This type of test doesn’t require using any Spider hardware, therefore the Spider
configuration is not required.

Import FRF data
There are a couple of ways to browse in the FRF signal set after the Import FRF
Data test is created.
On following Import FRF Data test window, there is an “Open File” button, under
Data Files tab on the left side panel,

Figure 64. A Sample Plate Model in the Test
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Click “Open Files” button, and browse to run folder under a test containing the
ATFX files, select the signal files (*.atfx) by using mouse, and click “Open” to
select them,

Figure 65. Import a File from PC

Also available is the UFF file. The universal format FRF signals are supported for
importing. Multiple signals from multiple runs can be gone through and the sig
files can be opened.
Once all the sig files are selected, right mouse click the blank area under the Data
Files tab, the selection of “Open to Modal Data Selection” can be clicked, see
following figure.

Figure 66. Signals List
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The valid FRF signals under opened sig files will be automatically selected and
listed under the Modal Data Selection tab,

Figure 67. An Overview of Imported Signals

Another way to import the FRF data set is to use the “Import” button on the
Modal Data Selection tab. Click the “Import” button, and following browsing
window allows the selection of a saved .xml file, which is exported from previous
test.

Figure 68. Open Signal File Window

Upon click the Open button, the FRF signals will be added to the Modal Data
Selection tab,
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Figure 69. An Overview of Imported Signals

At this point, the data set is ready for the next Modal Analysis stage.
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Modal Analysis Process
EDM Modal Analysis process provides the user with a complete arsenal of tools,
from FRF data selection, parameter identification, results validation and mode
shape animation.
Upon completion of the Modal testing or import of the FRF data, the set of FRF
data is made available for the next step: Modal Analysis. The individual FRF
signal can be added, removed or replaced. The complete set of FRF test signals
can be exported, or imported from other sources. These operations are managed
by ‘Modal Data Selection’. The FRF signals are organized for a rapid
comprehensive review, one by one, or multiply in one graph window.

Figure 70. Adding FRF Signals for Overlaid Review

With one click, the Modal Parameter Identification process can be started. With
the help of a Mode Indicator Function (MIF), the natural frequencies can be
labeled. The Multivariate, Complex, Real, and Imaginary Sum MIFs are available.
MIF indicators aide identifying repeated roots (repeated poles) and closely-space
distinct roots.
A Stability Diagram is employed with modal parameter identification. With the
Standard Modal Analysis option, the proven Least Square Complex Exponential
(LSCE) fitter is implemented for pole identification. The physical poles sought are
stable (as opposed to ‘computational poles’ sometimes produced by the LSCE)
and can be selected from the Stability Diagram for the next step mode shape
calculation, using the Least Square Frequency Domain (LSFD) algorithm.
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Figure 71. Stability Diagram Window

The resulting mode shape table can be saved and used for modal shape
animation. Modal Assurance Criterion (MAC) function and FRF synthesis are also
available. These provide means for modal parameter validation.

Figure 72. Modal Shape Animation Window

Modal Data Selection
At the Modal Data Selection tab, the modal data: FRF signals can be from the
recent measurement (i.e., Hammer Impact or MIMO FRF test) or from local files
which are browsed in or imported to the Modal Data Selection tab.
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FRF signal display style
The list of the measurement data includes the signal name, Enable for analysis,
DOFs, unit, and label. When a signal is selected by mouse-clicking, the
corresponding point on the geometry will turn red, and the signal display window
will display this FRF signal.
Directions can be checked for the response points filtering. The FRF signals of the
response directions checked will be displayed in the FRF signal list pane. The
directions unchecked will have the FRF corresponding to these directions not
shown.
When “Display selected signal only” is checked, mouse click on any FRF signal
will add it to the signal display area. And that will be the only signal shown in the
display window. To navigate among the FRF signals, either mouse click FRF
signal or use the up/down arrow keys.

Figure 73. An Overview of FRF Signal Review

When the “Display Select Signal Only” checkbox is unchecked, multiple FRF
signals selected can be displayed in overlaid fashion as following.
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Figure 74. Overlaid FRF Signals in Signal Display Window

Also available are the graph controls. On the signal display area, right mouse click
will pop up the contextual menu for display features, i.e., zoom, cursor, format,
etc. For details please refer to the corresponding sections in DSA manual.
FRF data set management
The Export and Import buttons can be used to manage the FRF signal data set.
Click Export button, following Data Export window will be shown,

Figure 75. Data Export Window

User can specify a file name for this set of FRF signals. The file is of the .xml
format. Click Save button, the FRF signals data set will be saved to the names
.xml file.
Equivalently, Import button can be used when user needs to bring in a set of
FRF signals saved before as .xml file.
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With this export and import operation, a set of FRF signal can be saved and then
recalled in another test.
Signal operations
Right mouse click inside the Measurement Data session, the contextual menu will
pop up, as following,

Figure 76. Contextual Menu of Data Files

The entries are as following,
• Modal Parameters
• Select All Signals
• Inverse Selection
• Remove Signal
• Remove All Signals
• Switch Enabled DOFs
In case of Operational Modal Analysis test, there will be two more entries,
• Smooth Signal
• Cancel Smooth
The Modal Parameters entry is an action button, it will bring the operation
into next stage of Band Selection. The Enabled FRF signal set will be used.
Select All Signals will enable all the FRF signals for the next step modal
analysis. While Inverse Selection will reverse the enable check status.
Remove Signal or Remove All Signals can be used to remove the active FRF
signal, or remove all FRF signals in the list.
Switch Enabled DOFs is used for the set of FRF data acquired using Roving
Hammer Impact test. By clicking this entry, the response and excitation DOF of
the enabled FRF signals will be switched. By doing this switch, the set of FRF data
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from roving hammer impact will have one common reference DOF. And now, the
set of data can be fed to the next step for parameter identification.
Smooth Signal is used to smooth the Cross-Power Spectrum vectors from the
Operational modal analysis test. It uses the Deconvolution method to smooth the
spectrum. It can be clicked multiple times to smooth the signals to the desired
level.
Cancel Smooth will remove the smoothing operation from the previous Smooth
Signal operation.
The Modal Parameter button is also accessible at the bottom of Measurement
Data tab. This allows user to move onto the next stage, namely, Band Selection
tab.
Note: to start the curve fitting process, click either the entry of Modal
Parameters from the contextual menu entry, or the Modal Parameters
button. This will load the FRF signals enabled into the next step.

Band Selection
With band selection, MIF function and/or Sum can be selected for indicating of
the modes along the frequency axis. With the usage of MIF function and SUM,
user can specify the desired frequency band for the curve fitting by either
dragging the yellow dotted lines, or enter the values of start frequency and end
frequency for the modal parameter identification.
The MIF function(s) is calculated using the measured FRF signals. It is a real
frequency-dependent scalar that exhibits a local minimum or maximum at the
natural frequency of the system.
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Figure 77. Band Selection Window

The individual FRFs can be selected and displayed with Sum signal to help
observe the response of the structure at any DOF. Overlaying individual FRFs
assist in observing how well the peaks at the natural frequencies overlap.

Figure 78. Selected Function FRF

The first entry discussed is the summation function, Sum. It is the summation of
all FRFs measured, passed on from the previous Modal Data Selection tab. SUM
typically will illustrate the peaks at structure's mode. The idea is that when all
FRFs are included, all modes will be present in most measurements. As more and
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more FRFs are included, it is more likely that all the possible modes will be shown
in the FRF set together with the FRF collection.
Though SUM function is useful, it is not always sufficient when the modes are
highly coupled or there are repeated modes. This is shown in the above figure.
The SUM function shows only one peak at the frequency of 190 Hz whereas the
MIF shows the closely spaced double modes at 190 Hz. Thus, Mode Indicator
Function (MIF) is presented to provide a better tool for locating the modes.

Figure 79. MIF and Sum selections

The supported MIF functions are,
•
•
•
•

Multivariate MIF
Complex MIF
Real MIF
Imaginary Sum

Multivariate MIF (MMIF), shown as following, takes use of the eigenvalue
decomposition and tends to have the minimum value at the modes. It works for
the poly-reference set of FRF data, with multiple MIF functions. For the single
reference case, one MMIF signal is also available.

Figure 80. Multivariate MIF (MMIF) Application

The advantage of Multivariate MIF is that multiple referenced data will have
multiple MIFs and can detect repeated and highly coupled modes.
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Complex MIF (CMIF) is another popular MIF function. CMIF is based on the
singular value decomposition of the FRF matrix to determine all the major modes
observed in the set of FRF signals measured. The CMIF will reach the peak at the
modes of system. Following graph illustrates a CMIF function from a set of FRF
signals.

Figure 81. Complex MIF Application

Real MIF is shown as following,

Figure 82. Real MIF Application

Imaginary Sum is often used to check the modes from the measured FRF signal
set. Based on the nature that imaginary of FRF peaks at each mode of the system
(in case of acceleration responses are measured), it is one of the popular MIF
functions. Below graph shows the Imaginary Sum as MIF function.
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Figure 83. Imaginary Sum Application

Max Modes defines the max order of mode used for the iteration of curve fitting.
At each order, the curve fitting will be performed using the number order poles.
After the frequency band is determined and the max modes chosen, click the
Calculate Stabilization button to enter the next step of stability diagram.

Stability Diagram
The stability diagram is an effective way to display and identify the modes of the
structure under test. The stability diagram provides a graphical representation of
the system's poles at different mode orders.
The stability diagram is constructed by plotting the changes in the mode order of
the model. At each mode order, the same curve fitting method is used to compute
the poles. For single reference case, the curve fitting method is Least Square
Complex Exponential (LSCE). While for MIMO test case, FRF signals with respect
to multiple reference signals, the corresponding curve fitting method is Polyreference Time Domain (PTD) method.
Another estimation method is called Poly-X which is a frequency domain curvefitting method is added. It is the Poly-reference Least Square Complex Frequency
Domain (p-LSCF). This provides a faster and more efficient curve-fitting
algorithm to identify the modal parameters of the test structure. The stability
diagram illustrates the identified poles in a much neat fashion, with limited
number of computational poles drawn.

Figure 84. Different curve fitting methods
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Note: Poly-reference Time Domain (PTD) curve fitter is the advanced modal
analysis option. It is required to process the MIMO modal testing result. While
the Poly-X curve fitter is the Premier Modal Analysis option. It handles the single
and poly reference FRF data set.
The following figure shows the stability diagrams obtained using the Time
Domain and Poly-X curve fitting methods respectively.

Figure 85. Time Domain curve fitting method

Figure 86. Poly X curve fitting method
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The figures above show that, using the same frequency band and the number of
modes, the Poly-X curve fitter provides a cleaner stability diagram which has
much lesser computational modes. This makes it easier for the user to pick the
stable poles to extract the natural frequencies, damping and mode shapes of the
structure. The Poly-X also works well with multiple reference channel tests.
In the stability diagram, the physical poles (modes) of the system will be identified
with same or very close values, namely, frequency and damping. While the
computational poles (modes) introduced due to the increase of mode order, tend
to show scattering values.
These poles are labelled with different symbols. Following three types of pole are
plotted and labeled on the stability diagram, after the iterations of the curve fitting
processes.
New pole: computational pole, labeled with red circle.
Stable Frequency: pole has stable frequency, meaning deviation of frequency is
within the stable criterion, but damping deviation is higher than the stable
criterion. It is illustrated with a blue diamond symbol.
Stable Pole: the pole whose both frequency and damping deviations are within
the criteria. It is labeled with a green cross symbol. These are the poles can be
selected as modes identified.

Figure 87. Stability Diagram

Along with the MIF functions, the poles are shown with different symbols per pole
order from 1 to the max.
Hover the mouse over any pole, its rank of mode order, Frequency, Damping and
Type will be illustrated at the bottom of the stability diagram.
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Left mouse click on one stable pole will select that pole and add it to the Poles list
on the right side of the display window. Select all the physical poles within this
frequency range.

Figure 88. Adding Cursors to the Stability Diagram

The selected pole(s) from the Poles list can be removed from the list by clicking
the Delete Pole button located at the lower right corner. Or right mouse click the
stability diagram graph and select “remove cursor” from the entry.
Once all the physical poles are selected, click the Calculate Modes button to
launch the mode shape identification. The following Mode Shape Save Option
window will pop up,

Figure 89. Modal Shape Save Option Window

The modes can be saved to a new shape table, or be appended to an existing shape
table. Give a shape name in case of a new shape needs to be created. When “save
to existing shape” is selected, the coming modes will be appended to the existing
mode shape data file.
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Click the OK button, the mode shape calculation will be started, and all the mode
data will be saved to the file with the name defined before. And the EDM Modal
software will proceed to next stage, Animation.

Animation
EDM modal software has a powerful animation tool for the animation of the
mode shapes. There are two major sections under the animation tab. On the left
side, is the shape data tables, including Modal Assurance Criterion (MAC), Modal
Parameters, and DOFs and Mag/Phase info. While the Animation graph window
is on the right side.

Figure 90. Animation Tab Overview

Mode shape tables
The Modal Assurance Criterion (MAC) provide a measure of the orthogonality
among mode shapes. This provides additional confidence factors in the evaluation
of modal vectors from different excitation, reference positions or different modal
parameter estimation algorithms.
The value of the MAC ranges from zero to one. The value of zero represents no
coincidence; The value of one represents a consistent correspondence. In this
way, if the modal vectors considered are truly consistent with a linear
relationship, the modal assurance criteria should be approximated and the value
of the modal scale factor can be considered reasonable. Note that, unlike the
orthogonality calculation, the modal assurance criterion is normalized by the
magnitude of the vector and is therefore limited to zero and one.
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Figure 91. MAC List Table

On top of the MAC list table, there are First shape and Second shape entries.
If they are the same, the so-called Auto MAC is calculated for this set of modal
data. Once into the Animation tab from the previous tab, same shape data are
used, and the auto MAC is automatically calculated and the data is filled in the
following Display MAC table. When the Second shape is chosen to be different
from the First shape, the cross MAC can be calculated, by clicking the Calculate
MAC button. This is useful to check the mode shape tables from different source.
The Display MAC Chart can be used to bring up the MAC chart, a bar type
matrix display of the MAC matrix data.

Figure 92. MAC Chart

The bar graph of the MAC chart can be rotate using left mouse click and drag. The
Default button will bring the bar chart to the default perspective view. The
Export Chart button will allow to save the MAC chart to an image file. Ok
button can be used to close the MAC chart.
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The middle session of the Shape table is the list of Modal Parameters, namely
natural frequency and Damping of each mode identified and saved in the mode
data set.

Figure 93. Modal Parameters Window

Checking Enabled box of one mode, will start the animation of that mode in the
right-side Animation window.
The following table of DOFs and Mag/Phase lists the selected mode shape
data, in the fashion of Magnitude and Phase of each DOFs measured. Note, only
the Enabled checked DOFs will participate the mode shape animation. In the
following data, the first 4 DOFs are not enabled, thus these locations will not be
deforming, when the animation of that mode is running.

Figure 94. DOFs and Mag/Phase Window

Right mouse click anywhere inside the Shape table area will pop up the entries as
following,
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Figure 95. Shape Edit Window

Match Points will stop the animation and match the points of the FRF signals to
the geometry model.
The Animate Display entry is another way to start the mode shape animation
in the animation window.
The Import Shape entry will open the mode shape import window. From that
window, user can select mode shape data in the UFF format, with .uff, or .unv
extension and bring it into the EDM Modal software.
The Export Shape entry will open the mode shape Export window. From that
window, user can select mode shape data in the UFF format, with .uff, or .unv
extension and save it.
Animation window
In the animation window, besides the display function buttons same as that in the
geometry editor window, there are function buttons related to the animation.
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Figure 96. Main Window of Animation

The details of the Geometry display related function buttons can be found in the
Geometry chapter. Following are the mode shape animation related function
buttons.
Single, Left/Right, or Upper/Lower window for Animation
This is a pulldown list entry. The selections are Single, Left/Right, and
Upper/Lower. It controls the format of the animation window, to have single
animation window, or 2 animation windows, with left/right or upper/lower
arrangement.
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Figure 97. Left/Right animation windows

With two animation windows, different mode shapes or same mode shape from
different sources can be animating at the same time for comparison.
Animation Point
This is a toggle button. Once it is toggled on, the point animation will be started.
Stop Animation
The action button to stop the animation, and show only the un-deformed model.
Animate FFD
This toggle button will start the mode shape animation using the Free Form
Deformation method. The mode shape is smoothed per setting of the FFD.
Smooth
The surface of the deformed model can be smoothened using this feature. This
improves the visualization of the mode shape animation of the test structure.
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Figure 98. Deformed plate without and with smoothing

Contour
The Contour toggle button turns on or off the contour for the deformed model.
Following graphs illustrate the deformation without and with contour turned on.

Figure 99. Deformation without Contour
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Figure 100. Deformation with Contour

Contour Values
The scale of deformation on the structure can be observed using the contour
values feature.

Figure 101. Contour Values of deformed structure
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Edit Contour
Different color combinations can be chosen to represent the contour. These color
gradients help in visualizing which section of the test object has the highest and
least deformation.

Figure 102.Edit Contour

Node Lines
The nodes or node lines of the structure deformation can be represented by
drawing the cross line between deformed and undeformed geometry model. This
feature can be turned ON by clicking on the Node Lines button. This helps in
displaying the section of the test structure that has zero deformation.

Figure 103. Animation of a plate without and with Node Lines
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Un-deformed Display Mode
Click this button will bring up the un-deformed display mode setup window as
following,

Figure 104. Un-deformed Display Mode

Point, Line, Surface, Label, and Model can be selected so that the un-deformed
elements will be shown with the animation of the model.
Animation Equation Editor
Click this button will bring up the Animation Equation Editor window.

Figure 105. Animation Equations Editor

The un-measured DOFs will be listed in the editor window. Click the plus icon on
the right hand, will allow the editing of the Animation equation for that DOF.
Typically, the measured DOF can be called and summed with a coefficient.
Animation with Interpolation
This is the toggle button. When it is toggled on, the animation will be done with
the interpolated DOFs deforming per equation defined in the previous step.
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Fast
Click this button will increase the animation speed.
Slow
Click this button, to slow down the animation speed.
Increase amplitude
Action button to increase the animation amplitude.
Decrease amplitude
Action button to decrease the animation amplitude.
One frame step
This is a toggle button of the deformation mode. When it is toggled on, the mode
shape animation will be stopped, and enters so-called step by step mode.
Combined with the next two action buttons, the deformation can be checked
frame by frame.
Previous frame
When the animation is in the one frame step mode, click this button will move the
deformation to previous frame.
Next frame
When the animation is in the one frame step mode, click this button will move the
deformation to previous frame.
FFD point
A toggle button to Display the FFD points per FFD setting. As shown in the
following graph, the gray cubes illustrate the FFD points per FFD settings (the
next button).
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Figure 106. Display the FFD Points

FFD settings
Click this button will open the FFD settings window. The number of points along
each axis can be specified in the following FFD setting window.

Figure 107. FFD Settings Window

Save video
Click this button, a Save as window pops up. User can enter the video file name,
with the extension of .avi. One cycle of the mode shape animation will be saved to
the specified .avi file.
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Save image
Click this button, a Save as window pops up. User can enter the image file name,
with the choice of image file from .png, .jpg, and .bmp. The still deformation
image at that moment will be saved to the image file.
Perspective
This toggle button (located under the geometry function buttons) toggles the
animation window format between Perspective view, and Quad view
(Perspective/Top/Side/Front). This is only available with single window
animation. Following is the sample of a Quad view window of a mode.

Figure 108. Perspective View of Modal Shape

FRF Synthesis
With the identified modal parameters, natural frequency, damping, and mode
shapes, the synthesized FRF can be calculated. They can be compared with the
measured FRF. This is useful to validate the parameters identified.
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Figure 109. FRF Synthesis Window

Simply click the FRF Synthesis tab will enter this stage. The most recent identified
mode shape table will be shown in the shape selection box. The modes are listed
with the mode number, natural frequency and damping.
Click on any FRF signal in the table below, the measured FRF signal and
synthesized FRF signal will be shown in the right-side graph window. The
Previous FRF and Next FRF button can be clicked to show different FRF
signals in the list table. Same operation can be done using the up/down arrow
key.
Another way to browsing through the FRF signals is to click the Run button to
automatically stream the FRF signals with the display time specified in the time
window. The time can be adjusted using the slide bar, or directly entering the time
in second.
To validate the model, an FRF is synthesized using the lower residual and upper
residual (to compensate for the modes that excite the structure but are not
present in the frequency range of interest). Correlation and Error percentage
in FRF synthesis tab indicate how well the synthesized FRF overlaps with the
measured FRF.
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Figure 110. Correlation and Error percentage in FRF Synthesis

Operational Deflection Shape
EDM Modal Operational Deflection Shape (ODS) is a feature that allows users to
better visualize the deformation of the structure under test. Time domain data
and spectrum data can be animated using the animation feature of the geometry
model. It is an integrated feature with the Geometry and works for all types of
EDM Modal testing.
The database structure of EDM makes it very easy to navigate and select data. The
selected data set can be animated using the geometry model. The vibration
pattern, either in time domain, or frequency domain, can be saved to .avi video
files, too.
The Source type can be selected based on the test data set. Typically, it can be
Time, FRF, or the other valid spectrum type. Following is a set of time domain
data.

Figure 111. Operational Deflection Shape (ODS) Window

On top of the signal graph, the play button can be clicked to start the ODS
animation. Click it again, will pause the animation. The forward and backward
button will move forward or backward a point of data. The stop button will return
the current cursor to the beginning. Besides the geometry display buttons, the
amplitude increase/decrease buttons are also available.
The animation can be saved to a video file (.avi file), or the deformation at the
moment can be saved to an image file.
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Following screenshot illustrates the FRF ODS animation. The cursor can be
moved using mouse to the desired location, say, frequency for this case.

Figure 112. FRF ODS Animation
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Correlation
Comparing the experimental data with that acquired through finite element
analysis helps in validating the test results.
On entering the correlation tab, the modal parameters of the experimental modal
analysis are automatically loaded as shown below.

Figure 113. Correlation Window

The next step is to import the geometry of the FEA model. XML, UNV and NAS
formats are supported. The FEA model can be imported by clicking on the Model
option under the Import drop-down menu.

Figure 114. Import FEA model

After the FEA geometry model is imported, the FEA mode shapes obtained can be
imported. UNV format is currently supported for this import procedure. To
import the FEA mode shapes, the mode shape option under the import dropdown list can be selected. Now, the FEA data (geometry model and mode shapes)
is imported.
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The next step is to map the EMA and FEA data which is done by clicking on the
Modal Mapping button.

Once the Modal mapping window pops up, the geometry model from the EMA
and FEA tests would be mapped as shown below.
The matching points on both models are mapped by selecting the corresponding
point on the EMA and FEA geometry model and clicking the Match button.

Figure 115. Manual Match

Typically, 3 points need to be manually matched before the Auto Match button
can be used to match the remaining points. The table shows which points on the
experimental geometry model corresponds to the DOF on the FEA model along
with the weightage of each point.
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Figure 116. Auto Match

The EMA and FEA models are now matched.
The new mode shape information for FEA is calculated after the completion of
modal mapping procedure. The calculated FEA modal parameters are displayed
alongside the experimental modal parameters as shown.

Figure 117. EMA and FEA modal parameters
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The convention is to show the EMA and FEA mode shapes as above, with the
left/right animation window arrangement. The mode shapes from EMA and FEA
can be paired and compared for the correlation purpose.
To obtain a correlation between the two results, a Cross-MAC can be calculated by
clicking on the Calculate MAC button. This MAC matrix can then be displayed
using the Display MAC Chart button.

Figure 118. Cross MAC matrix between EMA and FEA

The matrix has small off-diagonal elements and high diagonal elements which
shows strong correlation between the experimental and FEA results.
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Acquiring Modal Data using Hammer Impact
A typical impact test will use an impact modal hammer and a response
accelerometer. It is important to consider the scale of the test structure when
selecting these sensors. The impact hammer imparts an impulse force into the
system and is intended to excite a broad bandwidth. The Impact hammers range
in size, sensitivity, and hardness depending on the scale of the system they need
to excite and the bandwidth of interest. Similarly, the response accelerometer
needs to be sensitive enough to detect the ringing of the structure without
saturating. The output of the impact hammer and accelerometer are used to
calculate the frequency response functions (FRFs) across the structure.
It is usually easier to mount the accelerometer in a single location and vary the
impact location. This type of test is referred to as a ‘roving impact’ modal test. It is
important to carefully plan and document the impact locations for the test. This
information is crucial when piecing together the individual FRFs to analyze the
response of the structure in whole. EDM software can use the FRF and location
data to animate a computer model. These animations help to clearly visualize the
operating deflection shapes (ODSs) of the structure.
The following equipment is required to perform an impact hammer modal test:
◼ An impact hammer to excite the structure. With the Spider, we
recommend using an IEPE impact hammer, which allows the hammer
to be connected directly to the analyzer without extra signal
conditioning.
◼ One or multiple accelerometers that are fixed on the structure. Again,
IEPE accelerometers can be used directly with Spider without
additional signal conditioning.
◼ Spider (all models) dynamic signal analyzer.
◼ The EDM can be used to extract the resonance frequencies and
damping characteristics of the structure. In addition, third party
software can be used to extract modal shapes and animate the
operating deflection shapes.

A wide variety of structures and machines can be subjected to impact hammer
modal testing. Of course, different sized hammers are required to provide the
appropriate impact force, depending on the size of the structure; small hammers
for small structures, large hammers for large structures.
Hammer Impact Testing provides the necessary features for a single-operator
experimental modal test. The Hammer Impact GUI features an intuitive step-bystep process, allowing a user to easily go through the setup and then the testing.
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Figure 119. Hammer Impact Test Window

The testing process has been designed to help users quickly define acquisition
parameters, so that more time can be spent on analysis. Users can define trigger
behavior through the Trigger Setup; a Trigger-Preview window allows control
over the trigger level and pre-trigger delay. For users that may need to review
their measurements after each acquired frame, the ‘Manual-Arm’ trigger mode
can be used. When this trigger mode is selected, acquired signals will be displayed
for review and will prompt the user to accept/reject the signal. The auto-arm
mode simply auto-accepts acquired measurements and automatically re-arms the
trigger, helping to speed up the whole test process.
Another implemented feature is Driving Point Selection, which will help users
decide where to place the fixed excitation or response reference. The idea here is
to survey several candidate driving-points, and measure their FRFs – this allows
you to choose the best available DOF for the driving point. The FRF at the trial
driving-point which best excites most of modes can be selected as the drivingpoint. EDM simplifies the data management for this important pre-test survey.
When taking measurements, the status of the DOFs are indicated in a Table
window. The status of every measurement point is available from this table, which
is updated as the test progresses. The Trigger Preview window is optimized for
your viewing experiences – featuring a resizable window and adjustable font size.
The font size increases when the window itself is dragged to be enlarged. With this
added flexibility of the trigger window, EDM Modal supports users with various
display types- users can be far removed from their display and still be able to take
measurements. Users have total control of their testing, regardless of how far they
are from the computer.
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Create a New Test
A new test is created by selecting New Test under Test menu. This opens the
New Test Wizard window, shown as following. Click the Hammer Impact entry
from the Modal test type list.

Figure 120. Create a New Impact Hammer Test

If there’s an existing geometry model available, click Choose button to browse to
the existing geometry model. Otherwise the geometry model can be created or
imported after the test is created under Geometry tab. Click Next> button, New
Test Wizard window is shown as following.

Figure 121. New Test Wizard
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Assign a name and a description to the test. The sequence number can be checked
to be appended to the test name. User has the choice either to use the default test
library, or the template test.
The valid Spider system can be selected from the dropdown list. And the Test
directory box illustrates the path and test name.
The check box “Create new run folder for each run” can be checked or unchecked
by user. When it is checked, each time the test is started/stopped, a new run
folder will be created. If it is unchecked, all the coming saved signals will be saved
to the same run folder.
Click Next brings the New Test Wizard window to next page.

Figure 122. New Test Wizard Signals Selection

Check the signal types to be computed in real-time. In this type of test, Time
Stream signal, Time Block signal, APS signal, FRF signals, and CPS signals are
available to be computed in real time.
Click Next to select the reference channel which can be selected as either a
response channel or an excitation channel through the check box in front of these
entries. The reference channel # can be selected from the pulldown list of valid
input channels.
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Figure 123. Reference Channel Setup Window

Once all the settings are done, click Finish. The new Hammer Impact test is
created and presented as following.

Figure 124. A Modal Shape in A Hammer Impact Test
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Test Configuration
Test Configuration window can be launched from Setup menu, or using the
hot key Ctrl + T.

Figure 125. Access to Test Configuration from Menu Bar

Another way to launch the Test Configuration is from Control panel, which is
available in the Measurement tab.

Figure 126. Access to Test Configuration from Control Panel

The Config button can be clicked to launch the Test Configuration window.
Analysis parameters
In the Test Configuration window, Analysis Parameters tab is the first entry. It is
used to set up the test parameters.
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Figure 127. Analysis Parameters Tab of Test Configuration Window

The first group of set up parameters is FFT analysis settings.
Frequency Range is defined as the maximum frequency range for the spectrum
analysis. Frequency range determines the corresponding sampling rate required.
Block Size/Line are the number of samples in each time block and the number
of (un-aliased) spectral lines in each resulting spectrum. The pair of parameters
can be selected from the pulldown list.
Window let the user choose the window to be applied during FFT operation.
Windowing functions help reduce leakage and increase the precision of the
frequency measurement.

Figure 128. Window Functions Selection
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The available windows are shown from above pulldown list screenshot.
In general, select Uniform window (no window) for triggered transient type
signals, Hanning for general continuous signals and Flattop when studying
sinusoidal signals. Detailed descriptions about window types and average modes
can be found in the DSA Basics document.
Overlap Ratio sets the proportion of the samples in a time block that are
overlapped (redundant with samples in a prior block) when calculating the FFT of
(un-triggered) continuous signals. Higher overlap ratios result in faster variance
reduction per unit time producing smoother data but they increase the processing
requirements. The Overlap Ratio options are: no overlap, 25%, 50%, 75%, 87.5%,
95% and As High As Possible.
Average Mode setup includes: Linear, Exponential, and Peak Hold. Linear
average treats every frame of signal with equal weight. The spectra from multiple
blocks are linearly averaged at each frequency. The data acquisition will stop once
the linear average number is reached. Exponential averaging is a moving or
evolving average that favors the most recently measured frame. The data
acquisition continues until stopped by user. While Peak Hold average keeps the
peak at each frequency point of the spectrum as new frame is acquired and
included in the averaged spectrum.
Average Number is the number of blocks that are averaged for the signal
spectrum. Increasing the number of averages will reduce the variance of the signal
spectrum.
FFT Average On/Off allows the user to turn on/off the FFT average.
LPF Cutoff Frequency allows the user to specify the cutoff frequency of the
low-pass filter.
Reference Channel specifies an input channel as reference channel for the
calculation of the Frequency Response Function, Coherence, and Cross Power
spectrum. The user can specify the selected channel to be either the excitation
(input) channel or the response (response) channel when creating the test.
Measured signals, such as CPS, Coherence and FRF are defined based on the
selection of reference channel.
The Test summary lists the parameters per previous settings. They are Block time
in second, time resolution in second, sampling rate in Hz, frequency resolution in
Hz, and analysis frequency range in Hz.
EMA settings can be found on the right side of the analysis parameters window,
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Figure 129. EMA Settings under Test Configuration

Roving Mode allows the user to define roving excitation or roving response.
Auto Increment to Next Point automatically move to the next batch of points
per increment setting in the input channel table, when the current points
measurement is done. It can be checked or unchecked.
Auto-save at Completion of Averaging allows the software to automatically
save the data when the average is completed.
Prompt to save after completion of each average will result in a prompt
window at the end of the average. User has the choice to save or not.
Double hit detection has following two setup parameters.
Enable Double Hit Detection allows the software to detect the double hit
situation when it is checked.
Auto Reject Double Hit allows the software to automatically discard the
double hit signal when it is checked.
When Auto reject double hit is checked, the enable double hit detection will be
automatically checked too.
Run Schedule; Event Action Rules Setup; Save/Recording Setup entries in the
Test Configuration window are identical to that discussed in the DSA manual.
Please refer to the corresponding sections of DSA manual for details.

Input Channel Setup
In Hammer Impact test, Input Channel Setup tab is the second tab right to the
Geometry Editor tab. It has two windows: input channel table, and the geometry
window.
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Figure 130. Input Channel Setup Window

Channel Table
The Channel Table contains the following setup parameters.
On/Off enables or disables the channel.
Location ID assigns a custom label used to identify the source in the signal
display and other setup windows.
DOFs is the Degrees of Freedom label defined by the following Measurement
point ID and Coordinate (direction).
Measurement Point ID is the measurement point ID this input channel is
connected to.
Coordinate defines the direction of the measurement point. The Cartesian,
Cylindrical and Spherical coordinate systems are all supported. Combined with
the Measurement point ID, it defines the measurement DOFs of this input
channel is measuring.
Increment Point is the interval between the adjacent measurement points. Its
setting value depends on the roving method and how many sensors are used. This
value will be used for Auto increment measurement point, and when Next Point,
Previous Point buttons on the Control Panel is clicked (Details will be discussed in
the Control Panel section).
Exci./Resp defines the excitation channel or response channel.
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Measurement Quantity defines the physical unit that will be measured by the
sensor connected to the channel. Click the box, and select the wanted entry from
the pulldown list.

Figure 131. Measurement Quantity Selection

Engineering unit illustrates the EU for the channel.
Sensitivity sets the proportionality factor for the measurement, millivolts per
engineering unit, which is given as a parameter of the sensor.
Input mode is the electrical interface mode of the sensor as following,

Figure 132. Input Mode Selection

The supported modes include IEPE, AC/DC, Single End/Differential, Charge, etc.
Sensor allows user to select the sensor from the library, by left mouse click the
box. Right mouse click gives the choices to save the sensor to a library, Read
TEDS, Copy/Paste selected cells.
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Figure 133. Sensor options in drop-down menu

In addition to reading the calibration values of the sensor, the EDM software can
also obtain the DOF details of the transducer like component name, point id and
direction.
To read all TEDS together, click on the drop-down list of the Sensor tab and select
Read All TEDS.

Figure 134. Read All TEDS

Figure 135. Read TEDS completed
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After the TEDS sensors are read, click Apply and save to implement the
geometry properties of the sensors into the input channel.
Acquiring the location properties of the sensor in addition to its sensitivities and
other manufacturing details greatly reduces the time and efforts of establishing
the hardware and software for tests involving multiple channel systems. This
feature also diminishes the complexity of the setup and hence prevents any error
due to wrong connections.
Max. sensor range sets the max voltage range for each input channel.
Low-Pass Filter Fc (Hz) allows the user to apply a filter that can be used to
remove higher frequency content.
High-Pass Filter Fc (Hz) sets the digital high-pass filter frequency, used to
remove spurious low frequency and DC signals. To measure very low frequency or
DC signals, set this value to zero and use the DC-SE or the DC-DI input mode.
Geometry window
The Geometry window interactively works with the Input channel table during
the setup process.
The display controls of the geometry model are the same as that discussed in the
Geometry editor chapter. When one input channel is set up, with the
measurement point ID defined the corresponding point on the geometry window
turns to Red color, as illustrated in the following screenshot.
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Figure 136. Geometry Window after Input Channel Setup

Measured Signals Setup
Hammer Impact test will process the acquired data to compute and save the FRF
signals. The FRF signals can be either computed/saved using DSP, or using host
PC.
The measured signals setup window can be launched by clicking the entry under
Setup menu, or using the shortcut key Ctrl + M.

Figure 137. Measured Signal Setup
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The default setting for on board Frequency Response (FRF) is “Measure all
signals”, “Save all signals” are both checked. In this case, the FRF signals are
computed and saved inside the DSP. This would fit many of the testing cases.
In case of different type of FRF signals, i.e., H2, H3, or Hv are required, the PC
FRF signals can be defined.
With “Measure all signals” and “Save all signals” unchecked from the above
window, so called PC FRF signals can be defined to be computed and saved in the
PC. Click the PC Frequency Response (FRF) tab, the following subtabs will be
available,

Figure 138. PC FRF Window

Click the Add PC FRF button, will pop up the following “Create PC FRF Signals”
window,

Figure 139. PC FRF Settings

Check the Response channels, as well as the Excitation channels (make sure they
are matching the setup in the input channel setup). Also available is the selection
of the H function. The available choices are H1, H2, H3 and Hv. The check box
“calculate coherence signal” can be checked to include the Coherence functions.
Click the >> button will add the FRF and Coherence signals to the Signals list.
And click Ok to accept the settings.
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Figure 140. PC FRF Setup

For other details of the setup, i.e., PC Math Signals, etc., refer to the
corresponding sections in the DSA manual.

Setup Trigger
When the Spider hardware is connected to the EDM software, “Setup Trigger”
entry is available from the Control menu.

Figure 141. Access to Trigger Setup from Menu Bar

Click the Setup Trigger entry will pop up the following trigger setup window,
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Figure 142. Trigger Setup Window

The available trigger Modes are,

Figure 143. Trigger Mode Selection

•
•
•
•
•

Free Run
Continuous after Trigger
Single Shot By User
Manual-Arm Trigger
Auto-Arm Trigger

For Hammer Impact test, Manual-Arm Trigger and Auto-Arm Trigger are more
often used.
Source can be defined by selecting an input channel from the pulldown list box.
For hammer impact test, it is intuitive that the hammer input channel will be
selected as the source of trigger channel.
Delay Points can be defined by entering a value to the text box. Or, can be
defined by dragging the green vertical line on the graph display. With input
channel trigger case, negative delay is often applied so that to include the
complete impulse in the acquired block of signal. A typical setting can be -5 %.
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With Delay points defined, the corresponding Delay time in ms will be displayed
in the text box right to Delay points.
High level/Low level defines the high/low triggering level. The availability
depends on the following trigger condition setting. User can either enter the value
directly to the text box, or drag the red/blue horizontal line up/down to adjust the
level.
Condition specifies trigger condition. The valid selections are: Ch1>High Level
(rising edge); Ch1<Low Level (falling edge); Low Level<Ch1<High Level;
Ch1>High Level OR Ch1<Low Level.
Simple Setup button will bring into the simple mode of trigger setup, with less
selections. And the Advance Setup button will become available, in case user
wants to switch back to the advance setup mode.
Trigger Setup window can also be launched from the Control Panel under Driving
Point Selection tab and Measurement tab.

Driving Point Selection
Driving Point Selection, which helps users decide where to place the fixed
excitation or response reference. Driving Point refers to that response and
reference are of the same point and direction (DOF). The idea here is to survey
several candidates driving points, and measure their driving point FRFs. The FRF
at the trial driving-point which best excites all or most of modes can be selected as
the driving-point. EDM simplifies the data management for this important pretest survey.
At Driving Point Selection tab, the Driving Point Setup button is available. Click it
to pop up the Driving Point Setup window as following,

Figure 144. Drive Point Setup Window
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Input Point can be selected from the pulldown list. Same for the Direction.
Specify the Response Channel and Excitation Channel, using the pulldown
list. Make sure to turn on the Driving point switch.
On control panel, click the Run button to start the driving point selection test.
Typically, linear average of several frames, say 4 can be used. After finishing the
current point, the Driving Point Setup window can be clicked and next survey
point can be selected, and run the test. Repeat above operation for the desired
number of driving point candidates. And the acquired FRF signals, Coherence
signals are shown as following.

Figure 145. Taking the FRF Signals from the Hammer Impact Test

By checking the FRF signals from different driving points, the one which
demonstrate the most modes, and a valley exists between the modes, can be
selected as the Driving Point for the coming measurement.
All the spectra acquired and saved here are labeled with the prefix of temp. These
signals are measured only to help selecting the driving point. They are not used
for the later modal analysis.

Measurement
Measurement tab is the place data will be acquired and displayed. The left side
has the Recent tests tab and Signal tab, which are used for test and signal
operations.
The main display area may consist of several display windows, including
Acquisition Status window which is unique for hammer impact test, and several
signal display windows to show different type of signals, i.e., time block signals,
spectrum of FRF, Coherence, etc.
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On the right side, there is the Control Panel, which is the place the control buttons
and setup buttons are available.

Figure 146. Measurement Window

Acquisition Status
This status window illustrates the status of the acquisition process. On top of the
window, the Roving Mode, Reference Channel are shown per settings. Select
All check box can be clicked to have all Point Name checked. The Reset Status
button will clear the status for all points, to be Not Acquired (with red bar).

Figure 147. Acquisition Status Window
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For each Point on the structure under test, their Point Name, DOF(s), Status,
and File Name (saved signal name) will be listed in the table.
Once the test is started, the status for DOFs under measurement will turn to
yellow colored bar with In Progress shown. The DOFs under measurement are
listed in the DOFs column. Following is the sample with Manual Arm trigger
mode.

Figure 148. Waiting for Trigger during the Measurement

After the FRF of the DOFs are acquired and saved, their status will turn into
green, with Acquired show on the bar. The signal name will be shown in the File
Name column.
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Figure 149. Acquisition Status

As test progresses, the vertical scroll bar will be scrolled down automatically, so
that the current acquiring DOFs are always shown up in this status window.
Control Panel
The Control Panel on the right side of the Measurement tab contains many
control buttons and status display boxes for the operation of the test.
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Figure 150. Control Panel

On top of the Control Panel, the Connect/Disconnect button can be clicked so
that to connect or disconnect to the Spider hardware. Once it is connected, the
button changes to Disconnect. The right-side status of hardware will change
accordingly to show whether Spider hardware is online or offline.
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Figure 151. Test Control Buttons

The control button availability is dynamic based on the process of the test. Once
the Spider hardware is connected, the Run button is active and can be clicked to
start the data acquisition.
Below are the test parameters list. They can be adjusted before test is started.
Once test is started, these boxes will be grayed out.

Figure 152. Test Parameters

Moving down, there are action and setup buttons,

Figure 153. Action and Setup Buttons
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View window button click will pop up the window setup and display window, as
following,

Figure 154. Window Function View

Above screen illustrates the Force-Exponential window, which could be used to
both excitation and response channels. The Start point setting, and Duration
setting defines the uniform region for the hammer impact force location. The
Damping factor can be adjusted to have slow or fast decay for the responses.
Setup trigger button will bring up the trigger setup window. This was discussed
in the previous section. Preview trigger will call the waiting for trigger window,
which is the same as that called by click Run button.
Roving setup button brings up the following setup window.

Figure 155. Roving Setup Window
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The setup window can be used to set up and display the settings. It is the
summary of the roving setting, input channel setup, etc.
The Trigger switch needs to be turned on before start to run the test. If it is off,
the test started will behave using the free run mode.
Upon click the Run button, in case of Manual/Auto Arm trigger setting, the
following measurement tab is shown.

Figure 156. Start the Test

The Waiting for trigger window indicates the test is started and wait for the
input channel trigger condition to come. The excitation and response DOFs, and
Frame count (accepted/total) are indicated in the waiting for trigger window. This
window is resizable. Increase the size of this window will also increase the font
size of the characters inside this window. This could be useful when the operator
is not close to the computer screen.
The active control buttons on the Control panel now change to have Hold, Stop,
and Rec. to be active.
Once Hold is clicked, it will pause the test progress, and the button itself changes
to Cont. button. Click the Cont. button to continue the test. Click Stop button
will stop the test and have the buttons and test status set back to the starting
point.
Total elapsed time text box will display the test time elapsed since start button
is clicked. Accepted/Total text box shows the accepted frame count vs. total frame
count.
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Hit the hammer at the excitation point and direction (excitation DOF), once the
hammer impact channel level reaches the trigger level set, the measurement will
be triggered and a frame of data will be acquired. The following Trigger preview
window will be shown.

Figure 157. Trigger Preview Window

The excitation force time block as well as the response block(s) will be shown in
two display windows. Each signal can be zoomed in to have a close check.
Multiple response block signals can be added to the response display window.
Click the Accept button (or hit Enter key), will take this block of data, and the
FRF, Coherence, etc. spectra will be calculated and displayed on the main display
graph in the Measurement tab. In case of a bad data acquired, i.e., double hit or
multiple hit, the frame of data can be rejected, by clicking the Reject button (or
hit Spacebar key).
Repeat the above operation multiple time to finish the data acquisition for predefined number of average. The spectrum, time block signals will be saved per
save schedule.
At this moment, the control panel buttons will be updated to as following,
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Figure 158. Control Panel

If this point group FRF signals are not collected right, Reset avg can be clicked to
redo the data acquisition again on the same point/direction (DOF(s)). Click Next
point, the point ID will be incremented by the incremental number defined, and
start the data acquisition on these DOFs. Equivalently, Previous point button
click will set the point ID the number of incremental value less, and start the data
acquisition on these points.
Test can be stopped at any time in the middle of the test. Then it can be started
again. For these cases, multiple set of FRF signals will be acquired and saved.
EDM Modal software always keep the most recent FRF for the coming Modal
Data Selection session.
When all the DOFs are measured, the acquisition status window will have all the
green acquired status. It is time to move on to the next Modal Analysis stage:
Modal data selections. The details are discussed in the Modal Analysis chapter.
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Figure 159. Acquisition Status
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Acquiring Modal Data using MIMO FRF
EDM Modal MIMO FRF test uses single or multiple modal shakers, together with
multiple response channels to acquire Frequency Response Function vector or
matrix.
It includes a dedicated test setup and operation process flow using single or
multiple simultaneous modal shakers to acquire FRF signals. Using a large
channel count data acquisition system (i.e., Spider- 80X), this shaker excitation
method provides much higher efficiency and accuracy for the FRF measurements
while minimizing local stresses on the test article.
The Source Output signal type supports pure random (white noise), burst
random, chirp/burst chirp, pseudo random, and periodic random. For periodic
random types (pseudo random and periodic random), the delay block and cyclic
block numbers can be set so that the structure exhibits steady-state response,
allowing precise window-free analysis.
When using multiple shaker random excitation applications, the shaker-driving
source signals are guaranteed to be uncorrelated with one another. Multiple
shaker excitation is useful to separate and clearly identify repeated roots and
frequency-proximate modes. With more than one reference shaker, multiple
columns of the Frequency Response Matrix can be measured simultaneously.
Combined with the poly-reference curve fitting algorithm, the modal participation
factor will help to isolate the repeated and highly coupled modes. The modal
analysis process is seamlessly integrated with the MIMO FRF testing.

Create a New Test
A new test is created by selecting New Test under Test menu. This opens the
New Test Wizard window, shown as following. Select Modal tab and click the
MIMO FRF entry on the right-side panel.
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Figure 160. Create a New MIMO FRF Test

If there’s an existing geometry model, click Choose button to browse to an
existing geometry model. Or the geometry model can be created or imported after
the test is created under Geometry tab.
Click Next>, New Test Wizard window is shown as following,

Figure 161. New Test Wizard

Assign a Test name and Test description to the corresponding text boxes. The
Append the sequence number can be checked so that a sequence number is
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appended to the test name. User has the choice either to use the default test
library, or the template test to create.
The valid Spider system can be selected from the dropdown list. And the Test
directory box illustrates the path and test name. The check box of Create new
run folder for each run can be checked or unchecked by user. When it is
checked, each time the test is started/stopped, a new run folder will be created to
hold the saved signals. If it is unchecked, all the incoming saved signals will be
saved to the same run folder, no matter how many times the test is started and
stopped.
Click Next brings the New Test Wizard window to next page.

Figure 162. Signals Selection

Check the signal types to be computed in real-time. In this type of test, Time
Stream signal, Time Block signal, APS signal, and CPS signals are available to be
computed in real time inside DSP.
Once all the settings are done, click Finish. The new MIMO FRF test is created
and presented as following.
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Figure 163. Overview of A Newly Created MIMO FRF Test

Test Configuration
Test Configuration window can be launched from Setup menu, or using the
hot key Ctrl + T.

Figure 164. Access to Test Configuration

Another way to launch the Test Configuration window is from Control panel,
which is available in the MIMO FRF Measurement tab.
Analysis Parameters
In the Test Configuration window, Analysis Parameters tab is the first entry. It is
used to set up the FFT analysis parameters, and EMA settings.
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Figure 165. Analysis Parameters Tab of Test Configuration window

The first group of setup parameters is FFT analysis settings.
Frequency Range is defined as the maximum frequency range for the spectrum
analysis. Frequency range determines the corresponding sampling rate required.
Block Size/Line are the number of samples in each time block and the number
of (un-aliased) spectral lines in each resulting spectrum. The pair of parameters
can be selected from the pulldown list.
Window let the user choose the type of window applied during FFT operation.
Windowing functions help reduce leakage and increase the precision of the
frequency measurement.
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Figure 166. Window Functions Selection

The available windows are shown from above pulldown list screenshot.
In general, select Uniform window (no window) for triggered transient type
signals, Hanning for general continuous signals and Flattop when studying
sinusoidal signals. Detailed descriptions about window types and average modes
can be found in the DSA Basics document.
Overlap Ratio sets the proportion of the samples in a time block that are
overlapped (redundant with samples in a prior block) when calculating the FFT of
(un-triggered) continuous signals. Higher overlap ratios result in faster variance
reduction per unit time producing smoother data but they increase the processing
requirements. The Overlap Ratio options are: no overlap, 25%, 50%, 75%, 87.5%,
95% and As High As Possible.
Average Mode setup includes: Linear, Exponential, and Peak Hold. Linear
average treats every frame of signal with equal weight. The spectra from multiple
blocks are linearly averaged at each frequency. The data acquisition will stop once
the linear average number is reached. Exponential averaging is a moving or
evolving average that favors the most recently measured frame. The data
acquisition continues until stopped by user. While Peak Hold average keeps the
peak at each frequency point of the spectrum as new frame is acquired and
included in the averaged spectrum.
Average Number is the number of blocks that are averaged for the signal
spectrum. Increasing the number of averages will reduce the variance of the signal
spectrum.
FFT Average On/Off allows the user to turn on/off the FFT average.
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LPF Cutoff Frequency allows the user to specify the cutoff frequency of the
low-pass filter.
Reference Channel specifies an input channel as reference channel for the
calculation of the Frequency Response Function, Coherence, and Cross Power
spectrum. The user can specify the selected channel to be either the excitation
(input) channel or the response (response) channel when creating the test.
Measured signals, such as CPS, Coherence and FRF are defined based on the
selection of reference channel.
The Test summary lists the parameters per previous settings. They are Block time
in second, time resolution in second, sampling rate in Hz, frequency resolution in
Hz, and analysis frequency range in Hz.
EMA settings can be found on the right side of the analysis parameters window,

Figure 167. EMA Settings

Auto Increment to Next Point automatically move the measurement DOFs to
the next batch of points per increment setting in the input channel table, after the
current points measurement is done. It can be checked or unchecked.
Auto-save at Completion of Averaging allows the software to automatically
save the data when the average process is completed.
Prompt to save after completion of each average will result in a prompt
window at the end of the average process. User has the choice to confirm of save
or not.
Run Schedule, Event Action Rules Setup, Save/Recording Setup entries in the
Test Configuration window are identical to that discussed in the EDM DSA
manual. For details, please refer to the corresponding sections of DSA manual for
details.
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Input Channel Setup
In MIMO FRF test, Input Channel Setup tab is the second tab right to the
Geometry Editor tab. It has two windows: input channel table, and the geometry
window.

Figure 168. MIMO FRF Test Input Channel Setup Tab

Channel Table
The Channel Table contains the following setup parameters.
On/Off enables or disables the channel.
Location ID assigns a custom label used to identify the source in the signal
display and other setup windows.
DOFs is the Degrees of Freedom label defined by the following Measurement
point ID and Coordinate (direction).
Measurement Point ID is the measurement point ID this input channel is
connected to.
Coordinate defines the direction of the measurement point. The Cartesian,
Cylindrical and Spherical coordinate systems are all supported. Combined with
the Measurement point ID, it defines the measurement DOFs of this input
channel is measuring.
Increment Point is the interval between the adjacent measurement points. Its
setting value depends on the roving method and how many sensors are used. This
value will be used for Auto increment measurement point, and when Next Point,
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Previous Point buttons on the Control Panel is clicked (Details will be discussed in
the Control Panel section).
Exci./Resp defines the excitation channel or response channel.
Measurement Quantity defines the physical unit that will be measured by the
sensor connected to the channel. Click the box, and select the wanted entry from
the pulldown list.

Figure 169. Measurement Quantity Selection

Engineering unit illustrates the EU for the channel.
Sensitivity sets the proportionality factor for the measurement, millivolts per
engineering unit, which is given as a parameter of the sensor.
Input mode is the electrical interface mode of the input channel as following,

Figure 170. Input Mode Selection

The supported modes are IEPE, AC/DC, Single End/Differential, Charge, and Inline/External Charge Amplifier.
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Sensor allows user to select the sensor from the library, by left mouse click the
box. Right mouse click gives the choices to save the sensor to a library, Read
TEDS, Copy/Paste selected cells.

Figure 171. Sensor options in drop-down menu

In addition to reading the calibration values of the sensor, the EDM software can
also obtain the DOF details of the transducer like component name, point id and
direction.
To read all TEDS together, click on the drop-down list of the Sensor tab and select
Read All TEDS.

Figure 172. Read All TEDS
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Figure 173. Read TEDS completed

After the TEDS sensors are read, click Apply and save to implement the
geometry properties of the sensors into the input channel.
Acquiring the location properties of the sensor in addition to its sensitivities and
other manufacturing details greatly reduces the time and efforts of establishing
the hardware and software for tests involving multiple channel systems. This
feature also diminishes the complexity of the setup and hence prevents any error
due to wrong connections.
Max. sensor range sets the max voltage range for each input channel.
Low-Pass Filter Fc (Hz) allows the user to apply a filter that can be used to
remove higher frequency content.
High-Pass Filter Fc (Hz) sets the digital high-pass filter frequency, used to
remove spurious low frequency and DC signals. To measure very low frequency or
DC signals, set this value to zero and use the DC-SE or the DC-DI input mode.
Geometry window
The Geometry window interactively work with the Input channel table during the
setup process.
The display controls of the geometry model are the same as that discussed in the
Geometry editor chapter. When one input channel is selected to set up, with the
measurement point ID defined, the corresponding point on the geometry model
turns to Red color, as illustrated in the following screenshot.
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Figure 174. Geometry Window of Input Channel Setup Tab

Measured Signals Setup
MIMO FRF test will process the acquired data to compute and save the FRF
signals, as well as other signals. The FRF signals are computed and saved using
the host PC.
The measured signals setup window can be launched by clicking the entry under
Setup menu, or using the shortcut key Ctrl + M.
The default setting for PC Frequency Response (FRF) is “Measure all signals”,
“Save all signals” are both checked. In this case, the FRF signals are computed
and saved inside the host PC.
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Figure 175. Measured Signals Setup

In case of different type of FRF signals other than H1, i.e., H2, H3, or Hv are
required, the type of H function for the FRF signals can be selected.
For other details of the setup, i.e., PC Math Signals, etc., refer to the
corresponding sections in the EDM DSA manual.

Output Channel Setup
The MIMO FRF test has a tab for output channel setup. From this setup window
the user can configure one or more output channels depends on the number of
output channels and modal shakers available.
Note, the output channel settings can only be changed when the Spider hardware
is disconnected from the EDM software.
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Figure 176. Output Channel Setup for MIMO FRF

On top of the output channel table, the action buttons available are Turn all on,
Turn all off, Turn selected on and Turn selected off.
In case of multiple input (excitation) case more than one output channel will be
tuned on. Make sure to check Synchronize output. This will synchronize the
output channels so that they will be turned on simultaneously to excite the
structure under test.
Another check box on the top is Stop output channel after average # is
reached. It can be checked, when the modal shaker needs to be stopped after the
measurement on current batch of points are done. In case this check box is not
checked, the output channel(s) will continuously output the waveform to drive the
modal shaker(s), even after the current average number is reached.
The output channel table contains following setup columns:
Module lists the serial number of the Spider hardware module.
Output CH lists all available output channels in the system. Each available
output is identified by Module and Output Chanel (connector) number.
On/Off provides a check box to enable (turn On) or disable (turn Off) each
available output.
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Output Type lists the type of output waveform selected, i.e., Burst Random.
Setup will pop up the output setting window as following. The setup will apply to
all enable output channels. This makes sure the compatibility of the output signals
from multiple output channels in the MIMO test arrangement.

Figure 177. Output Types Selection

User can select the type of output from the pulldown list. And the values per each
output type will be listed and can be modified.
Info provides a summary of each output channel’s setup such as, amplitude,
period, and so on.
Output type
The popular output types for MIMO FRF testing can be White noise (Random),
Burst Random, Periodic Random, and Pseudo Random. Also available
are Chirp/Burst Chirp, and some other types.
White noise (Random) setup only involves the level of RMS in voltage.
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Figure 178. Output Setting of White noise

Following is the typical random type excitation force from the white noise output.

Figure 173. Excitation Force from White Noise Output

Burst random type of output is widely used for modal testing with modal shaker.

Figure 179. Output Setting of Burst Random
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The setup involves the Output amplitude in Voltage and burst rate of Percent.
The burst percentage can be adjusted so that the response signals decay at the end
of each time block. The Period value matches the period of each block based on
sample rate and block-size settings.

Figure 180. Excitation Force from Burst Random Output

Above graph illustrates a time block signal of excitation force when burst random
type of output waveform is selected. It is noticeable that the burst percentage of
60% is in action.
Periodic Random has the phase and magnitude both randomized from one block
to the other block.

Figure 181. Output Setting of Periodic Random

RMS in voltage can be specified to define the overall level. The Deviation
defines the percentage of randomization of the magnitude at every frequency
point, when a block of periodic random waveform is generated.
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Figure 182. Excitation Force from Periodic Random Output

A time block signal of excitation force per burst random type of output waveform
is shown in above figure.
Pseudo Random is also the periodic type random waveform. The difference from
Periodic Random is that only its phase is randomized when a block of Pseudo
Random is generated.

Figure 183. Output Setting of Pseudo Random

The output setting for Pseudo random only involves the RMS value defined in
voltage.
Following is the excitation force block signal from a pseudo random output
waveform.

Figure 184. Excitation Force from Pseudo Random Output
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When Periodic Random or Pseudo Random is selected as the output waveform
type, there will be two block number setting boxes available on the Control panel:
Number of delay and Number of cyclic.

Figure 185. Control Panel with Periodic Type Output

A block of Periodic random or Pseudo random block is generated, and will be
outputted repeatedly by the Number of delay times. And no data acquisition
will be done during this period of excitation. This duration of time is applied to
have any transient response to fade out, thus bring the structure under test into
periodic response stage. Then, the same time block will be sent out for the
Number of cyclic times, and data acquisition will be done for these blocks. Due
to the nature of periodic responses, time domain average can be carried out for
these data blocks. After that, one spectrum will be computed to yield all the
corresponding spectra, including FRF signals. This process will be repeated for
the time of spectrum average number times, i.e., 10 for this setting.
The use of periodic type output waveform results much longer test time. The
turnout is very high accurate testing results.

MIMO FRF Scope
Scope tab provides the user the place to check the signals before real test starts.
This tab is the place where time and spectrum data will be acquired and
displayed.
The left side has the Recent tests tab and Signals tab (collapsed in the following
screenshot), which are used for test and signal operations. The main display area
may consist of several display windows for signal display windows to show
different type of signals, i.e., time block signals, spectrum, etc. On the right side,
there is the Control Panel, which is the place the control buttons and setup
buttons are available.
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Figure 186. MIMO FRF Scope tab

The time data as well as its spectrum can be checked during the Scope stage. The
Channel Status window lists the channels status from all the Spider modules. The
above sample illustrates a system with 8 Spider-80Xi modules, total of 64 input
channels.
The Control panel has the Scope run control buttons. Typically, the exponential
average mode can be used to have the data acquisition running continuously.
Once all the channels have the right expected signals, it is time to move on to the
MIMO FRF measurement tab to start the FRF measurement.

MIMO FRF Measurement
MIMO FRF Measurement tab is the place where data will be acquired and
displayed. The left side has the Recent tests tab and Signals tab, which are used
for test and signal operations. The main display area may consist of several
display windows, including Acquisition Status window which is unique for MIMO
FRF test, and several signal display windows to show different type of signals, i.e.,
time block signals, spectrum of FRF, Coherence, etc. On the right side, there is the
Control Panel, which is the place the control buttons and setup buttons are
available.
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Figure 187. MIMO FRF Measurement Tab

Control Panel
The Control Panel residing on the right side of the Measurement tab contains
several control buttons, setup buttons and status display boxes for the operation
of the MIMO FRF test.
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Figure 188. MIMO FRF Control Panel

On top of the Control Panel, the Connect/Disconnect button can be clicked so
that to connect or disconnect to the Spider hardware. Once it is connected, the
button changes to Disconnect. The status on the right-hand side will change
accordingly to show whether Spider hardware is online or offline.
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Figure 189. MIMO FRF Test Control Buttons

The control button availability is dynamic based on the process of the test. Once
the Spider hardware is connected, the Run button is active and can be clicked to
start the data acquisition. Config button click will bring up the Test
Configuration window. Total elapsed text box illustrates the total elapsed test
time. The output voltage in peak is shown in the Output pk text box. Avg #
shows the number of frames acquired/total.
Below are the test analysis parameters list. They can be set from each pulldown
list box before test is started. Once test is started, these boxes will be grayed out.

Figure 190. MIMO FRF Test analysis parameters

Moving down, there are action and setup buttons,
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Figure 191. MIMO FRF Action and Setting Buttons

View window button click will pop up the window setup and display window, as
following,

Figure 192. Window Function View

Above screen illustrates the Hanning window, which could be used for random
type of signals.
Upon click the Run button, the test will be started. If hardware is not connected
before, it will first connect to the Spider hardware, then start the data acquisition.
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Figure 193. MIMO FRF Run Button Clicked

The active control buttons on the Control panel now change to have Hold, Stop,
Rec. and Save to be active.
Once Hold button is clicked, test progress will be paused. And this button itself
will change to Cont. button. Click the Cont. button will continue the test. Click
Stop button will stop the test and the buttons and test status will set back to that
at the starting point.
Total elapsed time text box displays the test time elapsed since start button is
clicked. And Output pk shows the output signal level. Avg # shows the accepted
frame count vs. total frame count.
When the total average # is reached, the test will be stopped automatically and
signals will be saved per save mode setting. The control panel buttons will be
updated to as following,
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Figure 194. MIMO FRF Control Panel Average number reached

If this point group FRF signals are not acquired correctly, Reset avg can be
clicked to redo the data acquisition on the same point/direction (DOF(s)).
Click Next point, the point ID will be incremented by the incremental number
defined before, and start the data acquisition on these measurement DOFs.
Equivalently, Previous point button click will set the point ID the number of
incremental value less, and start the data acquisition on these points.
Note, before click Next point or Previous point, be sure to move the
measurement transducers to the corresponding DOFs (location/direction) based
on the testing mesh of the structure.
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Test can be stopped at any time in the middle of the test. Then it can be started
again. For these cases, multiple set of FRF signals for the same DOFs group will
be acquired and saved. EDM Modal software always takes the most recent FRF
signals for the coming Modal Data Selection session.
When all the DOFs are measured and FRF signals are all acquired, it is time to
move on to the next Modal Analysis stage: Modal data selections. The details are
discussed in the Modal Analysis chapter
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Acquiring Modal Data using SIMO Swept & Stepped Sine
EDM Modal SIMO Swept & Stepped Sine test uses single modal shakers, together
with multiple response channels to acquire Frequency Response Function vector.
It includes a dedicated test setup and operation process flow using single modal
shaker to excite the device under test and acquire FRF signals at the same time.
Using a large channel count data acquisition system (i.e., Spider- 80X), this sine
shaker excitation method provides much higher efficiency and accuracy for the
FRF measurements while minimizing local stresses on the test article.
The Source Output signal type is either Swept Sine or Stepped Sine per test mode
selected by user. The output level can be specified with the “no control” strategy,
or the target control profile can be defined with the “Amplitude control” strategy.
Linear or Logarithmic sweep modes are supported for both Swept and Stepped
Sine test. Multiple frequency bands definition is available to allow different
frequency resolutions. Besides the FRF signals acquired, also available are the
coherence signals. The high value of coherence provides the confidence of a high
quality of measurement.

Create a New Test
A new test is created by selecting New Test under Test menu. This opens the
New Test Wizard window, shown as following. Select the SIMO Swept & Stepped
Sine entry from the Modal tab.

Figure 195. Create a New SIMO Sine Test
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If there’s an existing geometry model, click Choose button to browse to an
existing geometry model. Or the geometry model can be created or imported after
the test is created under Geometry tab.
Click Next>, New Test Wizard window is shown as following,

Figure 196. New Test Wizard

Assign a Test name and Test description to the corresponding text boxes. The
Append the sequence number can be checked so that a sequence number is
appended to the test name. User has the choice either to use the default test
library, or the template test to create.
The valid Spider system can be selected from the dropdown list. And the Test
directory box illustrates the path and test name. The check box of Create new
run folder for each run can be checked or unchecked by user. When it is
checked, each time the test is started/stopped, a new run folder will be created to
hold the saved signals. If it is unchecked, all the incoming saved signals will be
saved to the same run folder, no matter how many times the test is started and
stopped.
Once all the settings are done, click Finish. The new SIMO Swept & Stepped Sine
test is created and presented as following.
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Figure 197. Overview of A Newly Created SIMO Sine Test

Test Configuration
Test Configuration window can be launched from Setup menu, or using the
hot key Ctrl + T.

Figure 198. Access to Test Configuration

Another way to launch the Test Configuration window is from Control panel,
which is available in the Measurement tab.
Test Parameters
In the Test Configuration window, Test Parameters tab is the first entry. It is used
to set up the test mode and corresponding parameters.
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Figure 199. Analysis Parameters Tab of Test Configuration window

The first setup parameter is Sine Mode. The modes available are Swept and
Stepped. Each mode is license controlled. Depends on the license either one or
both may be available.
The test mode is decided once the Sine Mode is selected, either Swept Sine or
Stepped sine.
Control Strategy defines how the test process will run, with either No Control
or Amplitude. When No Control strategy is selected, the test will run with the user
define output voltage level to drive the shaker. When Amplitude control is
selected, the Profile defined in the following Test profile tab will be assigned to the
control channel, and test will be run in a closed loop fashion.
Advanced settings button will bring up the window as shown below to provide
settings of advanced functions and features.
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Figure 200. Advanced Setting Window

Linear Average Number defines the average for the sine amplitude
calculation.
Level Change Increment specifies the increment of level when the level
up/down button is clicked on the control panel.
Sweep Rate Increment specifies the increment of sweep rate when the
increase/decrease speed button is clicked on the control panel.
Compression Rate defines the error correction speed, includes Fast at 60 dB/s,
Slow at 20 dB/s, and Customized at user defined rate.
Ramp Rate defines the speed the level increases to the target, includes Fast at
60 dB/s, Slow at 20 dB/s, Customized at user defined rate, and Fastest which is
the absolute upper limit of the ramp rate. Fastest rate is not commonly used.
Please make sure the confidence of the system’s connection and there are no
safety concerns.
Low frequency control, the check box of Low Frequency Smooth Filter turns
on or off the smooth filter at low frequency.
Swept THD & number of harmonics in THD calculation, the check box of
Calculate Total Harmonic Distortion turns on or off the THD calculation, with
the Max harmonic number specified in the below text box.
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Moving down, more setup parameters are available.
Sweep type can be set as Linear or Logarithmic from the pulldown list.
Measurement Strategy defines how the sine waves are measured. The
selections are: Filter, RMS, Mean and Peak. In the perfect world when the
sine signals have no distortion, all the measurement strategies will generate the
same results. When signals are distorted, the controller will generate different
drive magnitude by selecting different Measurement Strategy.

When Filter is selected, the measurement only takes the component at
fundamental frequency into consideration while the energy out of band is filtered
out. The center of the filter follows the current sweeping frequency and Filter
type and Bandwidth determine how the filter bandwidth is changing and the
bandwidth, therefore, the filter is called tracking filter. Whenever tracking filter is
applied, Filter type and Bandwidth are shown here.
When the sweep type is Linear, Fixed tracking filter is chosen automatically, with
user specified bandwidth in Hz; in case of Logarithmic sweep type, Proportional
Filter is chosen, with the bandwidth of % defined by user.
Signal Plot Points is the number of frequency lines of resolution. The swept
sine test mode does not use FFT for frequency analysis of the control signal, so
this isn’t the same as FFT lines or block size. It instead uses a tracking
narrowband filter that follows the output drive frequency, and records the peak
output level from the filter at this number of discrete points. The Signal Plot
Points is not related to the resolution of sweeping frequency. If the Signal Plot
Points is small, it only indicated that the controller keeps a smaller display buffer.
The resolution of sweeping frequency can be as fine as 10-7 Hz.
Initial Drive (Volts) is the voltage output for the initial test level.
Drive Limit (Volt Pk) limits the absolute maximum voltage output of the drive
signal. If the drive limit is reached before the control signal reaches its target, the
system will show a Drive Maximized warning. The output signal will not exceed
the Drive Limit.
Drive (Volt Pk) is the targeted drive level from the output channel, when
Control Strategy is No Control.
The frequency range, level and resolution settings for either Swept or Stepped
sine test can be edited by double clicked the entry in the right-hand side table, or
right mouse click, and select Edit. Also available are the insert before/after,
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Delete entries. To add a new entry defining different set of parameters, click the
Add button at the top of the table.

Figure 201. Setting up table

For swept sine mode, the Sweep Entry setup/edit window is as following.

Figure 202. Swept Sine Setup Entry

The selection of the “Fixed range and time per sweep”, or “Fixed range and
sweeping speed” can be checked so that either defines the sweep time, or sweep
speed.
Left frequency (Hz) and Right frequency (Hz), defines the frequency range
for this sweep, while Start Frequency specifies the start frequency, with the
Initial sweep direction up or down selected. Level (dB) specified the sweep
level per profile. One of Time per sweep and Sweep speed is specified, then
the another one is calculated and shown. Sweep # is user defined too. Total time
and Total sine cycles shows the total sweep time, and sine cycles per setup
parameters.
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The check box “Hold sweep after target level reached” will hold the sweep after
the sine wave ramps up and reaches the target level if it is checked. User needs to
click the release sweep button on the control panel to start the sweep.
When Stepped sine mode is chosen, the Step Sine Entry setup window is shows as
following,

Figure 203. Stepped Sine Setup Entry

Start frequency (Hz) and End frequency (Hz), defines the frequency range
for this Step. Level (dB) specified the sweep level per profile. # of Points specify
the stepped sine points within the current frequency range. Delta F(Hz) is the
frequency resolution per previous setting, when the sweep mode is linear. Once #
of points, or Delta F (Hz) is entered, the other one will be calculated and filled
in.
Transition speed defines how fast the transition to the next stepped sine point.
The pulldown list has the selection of Slow, Medium, and Fast. Settling time (s)
defines the time to allow the sine wave to settle before measurement starts.
Step duration can be set either as Duration per freq. point or minimum
sine cycles per freq. point. The duration is set in the formation of
hhhh:mm:ss, while cycles is defined in the number.
Calculate THD (Total harmonic distortion can be checked for the THD
calculation.
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Abort sensitivity can be set using the sliding bar from not sensitive to very
sensitive. The Customize button allows user to specify the customized setup for
this sensitivity.
In case of Amplitude control strategy, the profile defined is shown below the
Abort sensitivity.
EMA Settings includes the check box of Auto increment to next point. The
point id for each input channel will be increased by the defined incremental value
once the current measurement is finished.
Test profile
The test profile can be set under test profile tab. In the Profile tab, edit or add
entries to set up the test sequence. The following screenshot illustrates a default
profile, range from 5 Hz to 2000 Hz. The profile can be edited by user to fit the
test requirement.

Figure 204. Sine Test Profile

The graph on top shows the profile shape. The profile consists of breakpoints at a
given frequency and magnitude connected by line segments. The breakpoints can
be added, deleted, and manually dragged around the graph. Each point
corresponds with a row on the table under the Profile Table tab. This table can be
directly edited by entering frequency and magnitude values in the cells. The
magnitudes are listed as acceleration, velocity, and displacement.
There are three types of segments that can connect the breakpoints: constant
amplitude, log-log slope, and linear slope.
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Figure 205. Segment for Breakpoint

In the profile editor, the crossover frequency can be calculated based on defined
acceleration, displacement or velocity. If one quantity is known for a point, the
other two quantities can be calculated according to the formula. Each row the
table has one out of three quantities as highlighted. Segment type decides how
this quantity is connected to corresponding next row quantity. If you choose
constant slope, the quantity in next row is matched to the highlighted quantity.
But if you want log-log or linear connection between two breakpoints, the desired
highlighted quantity needs to mentioned and corresponding frequency at which
we can achieve that breakpoint is calculated. To do this, enter a ‘?’ in the
frequency field that you want automatically calculated.
The profile can be imported from a signal or csv file, also be exported to a csv file.
Run Schedule, Limit channels, Event Action Rules Setup, and Miscellaneous
entries in the Test Configuration window are identical to that discussed in the
EDM DSA manual. For details, please refer to the corresponding sections of DSA
manual for details.

Input Channel Setup
In SIMO Sine test, Input Channel Setup tab is the second tab right to the
Geometry Editor tab. It has two windows: input channel table, and the geometry
window.

Figure 206. SIMO Sine Test Input Channel Setup Tab
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Channel Table
The Channel Table contains the following setup parameters.
On/Off enables or disables the channel.
Channel type can be set as Control or Monitor. Only 1 channel can be control
channel, when the control strategy is Amplitude. If Control strategy is No control,
all input channel will be Monitor.
Location ID assigns a custom label used to identify the source in the signal
display and other setup windows.
Reference column has the check box to define the reference channel. Only 1
reference channel can be set, due to the nature of SIMO test. The FRF signals will
be calculated using the channel data wrt to the reference channel data.
DOFs is the Degrees of Freedom label defined by the following Measurement
point ID and Coordinate (direction).
Measurement Point ID is the measurement point ID this input channel is
connected to.
Coordinate defines the direction of the measurement point. The Cartesian,
Cylindrical and Spherical coordinate systems are all supported. Combined with
the Measurement point ID, it defines the measurement DOFs of this input
channel is measuring.
Increment Point is the interval between the adjacent measurement points. Its
setting value depends on the roving method and how many sensors are used. This
value will be used for Auto increment measurement point, and when Next Point,
Previous Point buttons on the Control Panel is clicked (Details will be discussed in
the Control Panel section).
Measurement Quantity defines the physical unit that will be measured by the
sensor connected to the channel. Click the box, and select the wanted entry from
the pulldown list.
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Figure 207. Measurement Quantity Selection

Engineering unit illustrates the EU for the channel.
Sensitivity sets the proportionality factor for the measurement, millivolts per
engineering unit, which is given as a parameter of the sensor.
Input mode is the electrical interface mode of the input channel as following,

Figure 208. Input Mode Selection

The supported modes are IEPE, AC/DC, Single End/Differential, Charge, and Inline/External Charge Amplifier.
Sensor allows user to select the sensor from the library, by left mouse click the
box. Right mouse click gives the choices to save the sensor to a library, Read
TEDS, Copy/Paste selected cells.
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Figure 209. Sensor options in drop-down menu

In addition to reading the calibration values of the sensor, the EDM software can
also obtain the DOF details of the transducer like component name, point id and
direction.
To read all TEDS together, click on the drop-down list of the Sensor tab and select
Read All TEDS.

Figure 210. Read All TEDS

Figure 211. Read TEDS completed
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After the TEDS sensors are read, click Apply and save to implement the
geometry properties of the sensors into the input channel.
Acquiring the location properties of the sensor in addition to its sensitivities and
other manufacturing details greatly reduces the time and efforts of establishing
the hardware and software for tests involving multiple channel systems. This
feature also diminishes the complexity of the setup and hence prevents any error
due to wrong connections.
Max. sensor range sets the max voltage range for each input channel.
Low-Pass Filter Fc (Hz) allows the user to apply a filter that can be used to
remove higher frequency content.
High-Pass Filter Fc (Hz) sets the digital high-pass filter frequency, used to
remove spurious low frequency and DC signals. To measure very low frequency or
DC signals, set this value to zero and use the DC-SE or the DC-DI input mode.
Geometry window
The Geometry window interactively work with the Input channel table during the
setup process.
The display controls of the geometry model are the same as that discussed in the
Geometry editor chapter. When one input channel is selected to set up, with the
measurement point ID defined, the corresponding point on the geometry model
turns to Red color, as illustrated in the following screenshot.

Figure 212. Geometry Window of Input Channel Setup Tab
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Measured Signals Setup
SIMO Sine test will process the acquired data to compute and save the FRF
signals, as well as other signals. The FRF signals are computed and saved using
the host PC.
The measured signals setup window can be launched by clicking the entry under
Setup menu, or using the shortcut key Ctrl + M.
The default setting for On-board and PC Frequency Response (FRF) is that
“Measure all signals”, “Save all signals” are both checked. In this case, the FRF
signals are computed and saved on-board, while the coherence signals are
computed and saved inside the host PC.

Figure 213. Measured Signals Setup

For other details of the setup, i.e., PC Math Signals, etc., refer to the
corresponding sections in the EDM DSA manual.

SIMO Sine Measurement
SIMO Swept & Stepped Sine Measurement tab is the place where data will be
acquired and displayed. The left side has the Recent tests tab and Signals tab
(collapsed for this case), which are used for test and signal operations. The main
display area may consist of several display windows, including Acquisition Status
window which is unique for hammer impact test, and several signal display
windows to show different type of signals, i.e., time block signals, spectrum of
FRF, Coherence, etc. On the right side, there is the Control Panel, which is the
place the control buttons and setup buttons are available.
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Figure 214. SIMO Swept Sine Measurement Tab

Control Panel
The Control Panel residing on the right side of the Measurement tab contains
several control buttons, setup buttons and status display boxes for the operation
of the SIMO Sine test.
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Figure 215. SIMO Sine Control Panel

On top of the Control Panel, the Connect/Disconnect button can be clicked so
that to connect or disconnect to the Spider hardware. Once it is connected, the
button changes to Disconnect. The status on the right-hand side will change
accordingly to show whether Spider hardware is online or offline.
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Figure 216. SIMO Sine Test Control Buttons

The control button availability is dynamic based on the process of the test. Once
the Spider hardware is connected or not, the Run button is active and can be
clicked to start the data acquisition. Check only button clicking will start the
data acquisition without outputting any drive. Save button is active whenever
there is signal measured and available for save. Config button click will bring up
the Test Configuration window.
Upon click the Run button, the test will be started. If hardware is not connected
before, it will first connect to the Spider hardware, then start the data acquisition.
The active control buttons on the Control panel now change to have Hold, Stop,
Save and Config to be active.
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Figure 217. MIMO FRF Run Button Clicked

Once Hold button is clicked, test progress will be paused. And this button itself
will change to Cont. button. Click the Cont. button will continue the test. Click
Stop button will stop the test and the buttons and test status will set back to that
at the starting point.
Below the control buttons are some setup and status indicator boxes. Sine Mode
running is shown, either Swept or Stepped. Test Level is shown, as 0 dB for this
case; with the Drive Pk listed. The below indicator bar illustrates these values
graphically. Ctrl peak (g) and Target peak (g) boxes show the control channel
level and target level respectively. Also displayed is the current Frequency.
The Status subtab contains the status value for the test. The Elapsed/Total uses
the progress bar to indicate test time versus the total scheduled. While the
Remaining time box illustrates the remaining time. Sweep count indicate the
current sweep count, in case of multiple sweeps are on the way. Sweep speed
box shows the sine sweep speed. Below are the pk-pk displacement and velocity at
the current sweep frequency.
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Figure 218. Status subtab

When the Operations tab is highlighted, the control buttons for operation are
shown. Once the current sweep test is done, the top two buttons: Next point,
Previous point will be active. Click either one will move the point ID per setup
in the input channel to the new point ID, and start the next data acquisition.
The next four controls are used to control the level, including, Set level, Restore
level, Level up and Level down. As for the sweep control, user can use the
following buttons to Hold or Release the sweep, Hold sweep and Release
sweep; and change the sweep direction, Sweep up and Sweep down. To
change the sweep speed, click the button Inc. speed or Dec. speed. T0 set the
current frequency, click the Set freq button. To start a fresh average of the sine
measurement, click the Reset avg button. To record the time stream data to a
digital file, the Rec. button can be clicked.
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Figure 219. Operations subtab

If this point group FRF signals are not acquired correctly, Reset avg can be
clicked to redo the data acquisition on the same point/direction (DOF(s)).
Click Next point, the point ID will be incremented by the incremental number
defined before, and start the data acquisition on these measurement DOFs.
Equivalently, Previous point button click will set the point ID the number of
incremental value less, and start the data acquisition on these points.
Note, before click Next point or Previous point, be sure to move the
measurement transducers to the corresponding DOFs (location/direction) based
on the testing mesh of the structure.
Test can be stopped at any time in the middle of the test. Then it can be started
again. For these cases, multiple set of FRF signals for the same DOFs group will
be acquired and saved. EDM Modal software always takes the most recent FRF
signals for the coming Modal Data Selection session.
When all the DOFs are measured and FRF signals are all acquired, it is time to
move on to the next Modal Analysis stage: Modal data selections. The details are
discussed in the Modal Analysis chapter.
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Acquiring Modal Data using MIMO Stepped Sine
EDM Modal MIMO Stepped Sine test uses multiple modal shakers, together with
multiple response channels to acquire Frequency Response Function matrix. This
new module supports multiple sine excitations, multiple number of sweeps and
can implement different initial phase conditions.
It includes a dedicated test setup and operation process flow using multiple modal
shakers to excite the device under test and acquire FRF signals at the same time.
Using a large channel count data acquisition system (i.e., Spider- 80X), this sine
shaker excitation method provides much higher efficiency and accuracy for the
FRF measurements while minimizing local stresses on the test article.
The Source Output signal type currently available is Stepped Sine test mode
selected by user. The output level can be specified with the “no control” strategy,
or the target control profiles can be defined with the “Amplitude control” strategy.
Linear and Logarithmic sweep modes are supported for the MIMO Stepped Sine
test. Multiple frequency bands definition is available to allow different frequency
resolutions. Besides the FRF signals acquired, also available are the coherence
signals. The high value of coherence provides the confidence of a high quality of
measurement.

Create a New Test
A new test is created by selecting New Test under Test menu. This opens the
New Test Wizard window, shown as following. Select MIMO Swept & Stepped
Sine entry from the Modal tab.
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Figure 220. Create a New MIMO FRF Test

If there’s an existing geometry model, click Choose button to browse to an
existing geometry model. Or the geometry model can be created or imported after
the test is created under Geometry tab.
Click Next>, New Test Wizard window is shown as following,

Figure 221. New Test Wizard
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Assign a Test name and Test description to the corresponding text boxes. The
Append the sequence number can be checked so that a sequence number is
appended to the test name. User has the choice either to use the default test
library, or the template test to create.
The valid Spider system can be selected from the dropdown list. And the Test
directory box illustrates the path and test name. The check box of Create new
run folder for each run can be checked or unchecked by user. When it is
checked, each time the test is started/stopped, a new run folder will be created to
hold the saved signals. If it is unchecked, all the incoming saved signals will be
saved to the same run folder, no matter how many times the test is started and
stopped.
Once all the settings are done, click Finish. The new MIMO Stepped Sine test is
created and presented as following.

Figure 222. Overview of A Newly Created MIMO Sine Test

Test Configuration
Test Configuration window can be launched from Setup menu, or using the
hot key Ctrl + T.
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Figure 223. Access to Test Configuration

Another way to launch the Test Configuration window is from Control panel,
which is available in the Measurement tab.
Test Parameters
In the Test Configuration window, Test Parameters tab is the first entry. It is used
to set up the test mode and corresponding parameters.

Figure 224. Analysis Parameters Tab of Test Configuration window

The first setup parameter is Sine Mode. The mode available currently is
Stepped. Each mode is license controlled. Depends on the license either one or
both may be available.
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The Sine Mode currently available is Stepped sine.
Control Strategy defines how the test process will run, with either No Control
or Amplitude. When No Control strategy is selected, the test will run with the user
defined output voltage level to drive the shaker. When Amplitude control is
selected, the Profile defined in the following Test profile tab will be assigned to the
control channel, and test will be run in a closed loop fashion.
Advanced settings button will bring up the window as shown below to provide
settings of advanced functions and features.

Figure 225. Advanced Setting Window

Linear Average Number defines the average for the sine amplitude
calculation.
Level Change Increment specifies the increment of level when the level
up/down button is clicked on the control panel.
Sweep Rate Increment specifies the increment of sweep rate when the
increase/decrease speed button is clicked on the control panel.
Compression Rate defines the error correction speed, includes Fast at 60 dB/s,
Slow at 20 dB/s, and Customized at user defined rate.
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Ramp Rate defines the speed the level increases to the target, includes Fast at
60 dB/s, Slow at 20 dB/s, Customized at user defined rate, and Fastest which is
the absolute upper limit of the ramp rate. Fastest rate is not commonly used.
Please make sure the confidence of the system’s connection and there are no
safety concerns.
Low frequency control, the check box of Low Frequency Smooth Filter turns
on or off the smooth filter at low frequency.
Swept THD & number of harmonics in THD calculation, the check box of
Calculate Total Harmonic Distortion turns on or off the THD calculation, with
the Max harmonic number specified in the below text box.
Moving down, more setup parameters are available.
Sweep type can be set as Linear or Logarithmic from the pulldown list.
Measurement Strategy defines how the sine waves are measured. The
selections are: Filter, RMS, Mean and Peak. In the perfect world when the
sine signals have no distortion, all the measurement strategies will generate the
same results. When signals are distorted, the controller will generate different
drive magnitude by selecting different Measurement Strategy.

When Filter is selected, the measurement only takes the component at
fundamental frequency into consideration while the energy out of band is filtered
out. The center of the filter follows the current sweeping frequency and Filter
type and Bandwidth determine how the filter bandwidth is changing and the
bandwidth, therefore, the filter is called tracking filter. Whenever tracking filter is
applied, Filter type and Bandwidth are shown here.
When the sweep type is Linear, Fixed tracking filter is chosen automatically, with
user specified bandwidth in Hz; in case of Logarithmic sweep type, Proportional
Filter is chosen, with the bandwidth of % defined by user.
Signal Plot Points is the number of frequency lines of resolution. The swept
sine test mode does not use FFT for frequency analysis of the control signal, so
this isn’t the same as FFT lines or block size. It instead uses a tracking
narrowband filter that follows the output drive frequency, and records the peak
output level from the filter at this number of discrete points. The Signal Plot
Points is not related to the resolution of sweeping frequency. If the Signal Plot
Points is small, it only indicated that the controller keeps a smaller display buffer.
The resolution of sweeping frequency can be as fine as 10-7 Hz.
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Initial Drive (Volts) is the voltage output for the initial test level.
Drive Limit (Volt Pk) limits the absolute maximum voltage output of the drive
signal. If the drive limit is reached before the control signal reaches its target, the
system will show a Drive Maximized warning. The output signal will not exceed
the Drive Limit.
Drive (Volt Pk) is the targeted drive level from the output channel, when
Control Strategy is No Control.
The frequency range, level and resolution settings for Stepped sine test can be
edited by double clicking the entry in the right-hand side table, or right mouse
click, and select Edit. Also available are the insert before/after, Delete entries. To
add a new entry defining different set of parameters, click the Add button at the
top of the table.

Figure 226. Setting up table

When Stepped sine mode is chosen, the Step Sine Entry setup window is shows as
following,
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Figure 227. Stepped Sine Setup Entry

Start frequency (Hz) and End frequency (Hz), defines the frequency range
for this Step. Level (dB) specified the sweep level per profile. # of Points specify
the stepped sine points within the current frequency range. Delta F(Hz) is the
frequency resolution per previous setting, when the sweep mode is linear. Once #
of points, or Delta F (Hz) is entered, the other one will be calculated and filled
in.
Transition speed defines how fast the transition to the next stepped sine point.
The pulldown list has the selection of Slow, Medium, and Fast. Settling time (s)
defines the time to allow the sine wave to settle before measurement starts.
Step duration can be set either as Duration per freq. point or minimum
sine cycles per freq. point. The duration is set in the formation of
hhhh:mm:ss, while cycles is defined in the number.
Calculate THD, Total harmonic distortion can be checked for the THD
calculation.
Abort sensitivity can be set using the sliding bar from not sensitive to very
sensitive. The Customize button allows user to specify the customized setup for
this sensitivity.
In case of Amplitude control strategy, the profile defined is shown below the
Abort sensitivity.
EMA Settings includes the check box of Auto increment to next point. The
point id for each input channel will be increased by the defined incremental value
once the current measurement is finished.
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Test profile
The test profile can be set under test profile tab. The pulldown list box allows the
selection of which profile is under editing. In the Profile tab, edit or add entries to
set up the test profile. The following screenshot illustrates a default profile, range
from 5 Hz to 500 Hz. This test profile is generated when the control strategy
chosen in “No Control”.

Figure 228. Test profile with No Control strategy for MIMO Stepped Sine

When the “Amplitude” control strategy is selected, the following profile editor is
generated. The profile can be edited by user to fit the test requirement.

Figure 229. Amplitude Control Strategy for MIMO Stepped Sine
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The graph on top shows the profile shape. The profile consists of breakpoints at a
given frequency and magnitude connected by line segments. The breakpoints can
be added, deleted, and manually dragged around the graph. Each point
corresponds with a row on the table under the Profile Table tab. This table can be
directly edited by entering frequency and magnitude values in the cells. The
magnitudes are listed as acceleration, velocity, and displacement.
There are three types of segments that can connect the breakpoints: constant
amplitude, log-log slope, and linear slope.

Figure 230. Segment for Breakpoint

In the profile editor, the crossover frequency can be calculated based on defined
acceleration, displacement or velocity. If one quantity is known for a point, the
other two quantities can be calculated according to the formula. Each row the
table has one out of three quantities as highlighted. Segment type decides how
this quantity is connected to corresponding next row quantity. If you choose
constant slope, the quantity in next row is matched to the highlighted quantity.
But if you want log-log or linear connection between two breakpoints, the desired
highlighted quantity needs to mentioned and corresponding frequency at which
we can achieve that breakpoint is calculated. To do this, enter a ‘?’ in the
frequency field that you want automatically calculated.
The profile can be imported from a signal or csv file, also be exported to a csv file.
Clicking on the “Phase” button allows the user to edit the phase settings by
controlling the Phase Style (adjusting the phases of control outputs), as well as the
number of sweeps.
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Figure 231. Phase Settings for MIMO Stepped Sine

The Phase Style can be +/-, or Random. Above screenshot illustrates the +/Phase style. If Random is selected, the phases for each sweep, each output will be
generated randomly. Click the Random button again will result in a different set
of phases.
The number of sweeps need to be at least the number of references (in general the
same as that of Output number). The FRF matrix signals will be calculated using
the spectra from multiple sweeps, and it is only possible with the different phases
from each sweep.
Run Schedule, Limit channels, Event Action Rules Setup, and Miscellaneous
entries in the Test Configuration window are identical to that discussed in the
EDM DSA manual. For details, please refer to the corresponding sections of DSA
manual for details.

Input Channel Setup
In MIMO Stepped Sine test, Input Channel Setup tab is the second tab right to the
Geometry Editor tab. It has two windows: input channel table, and the geometry
window.
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Figure 232. MIMO Stepped Sine Test Input Channel Setup Tab

Channel Table
The Channel Table contains the following setup parameters.
On/Off enables or disables the channel.
Channel type can be set as Control or Monitor. If Control strategy is No control,
all input channels will be Monitor. If the Amplitude Control strategy is selected,
the channel type will be Control. Either force or acceleration channel can be used
for the Amplitude control strategy.
Location ID assigns a custom label used to identify the source in the signal
display and other setup windows.
Reference column has the check box to define the reference channels. Since this
is a MIMO test module, multiple reference channels can be enabled
corresponding to the multiple force inputs. The FRF signals will be calculated
using the monitor channel data wrt the reference channel data.
DOFs is the Degrees of Freedom label defined by the following Measurement
point ID and Coordinate (direction).
Measurement Point ID is the measurement point ID this input channel is
connected to.
Coordinate defines the direction of the measurement point. The Cartesian,
Cylindrical and Spherical coordinate systems are all supported. Combined with
the Measurement point ID, it defines the measurement DOFs of this input
channel is measuring.
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Increment Point is the interval between the adjacent measurement points. Its
setting value depends on the roving method and how many sensors are used. This
value will be used for Auto increment measurement point, and when Next Point,
Previous Point buttons on the Control Panel is clicked (Details will be discussed in
the Control Panel section).
Measurement Quantity defines the physical unit that will be measured by the
sensor connected to the channel. Click the box and select the wanted entry from
the pulldown list.

Figure 233. Measurement Quantity Selection

Engineering unit illustrates the EU for the channel.
Sensitivity sets the proportionality factor for the measurement, millivolts per
engineering unit, which is given as a parameter of the sensor.
Input mode is the electrical interface mode of the input channel as following,

Figure 234. Input Mode Selection

The supported modes are IEPE, AC/DC, Single End/Differential, Charge, and Inline/External Charge Amplifier.
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Sensor allows user to select the sensor from the library, by left mouse click the
box. Right mouse click gives the choices to save the sensor to a library, Read
TEDS, Copy/Paste selected cells.

Figure 235. Sensor options in drop-down menu

In addition to reading the calibration values of the sensor, the EDM software can
also obtain the DOF details of the transducer like component name, point id and
direction.
To read all TEDS together, click on the drop-down list of the Sensor tab and select
Read All TEDS.

Figure 236. Read All TEDS
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Figure 237. Read TEDS completed

After the TEDS sensors are read, click Apply and save to implement the
geometry properties of the sensors into the input channel.
Acquiring the location properties of the sensor in addition to its sensitivities and
other manufacturing details greatly reduces the time and efforts of establishing
the hardware and software for tests involving multiple channel systems. This
feature also diminishes the complexity of the setup and hence prevents any error
due to wrong connections.
Max. sensor range sets the max voltage range for each input channel.
Low-Pass Filter Fc (Hz) allows the user to apply a filter that can be used to
remove higher frequency content.
High-Pass Filter Fc (Hz) sets the digital high-pass filter frequency, used to
remove spurious low frequency and DC signals. To measure very low frequency or
DC signals, set this value to zero and use the DC-SE or the DC-DI input mode.
Geometry window
The Geometry window interactively works with the Input channel table during
the setup process.
The display controls of the geometry model are the same as that discussed in the
Geometry editor chapter. When one input channel is selected to set up, with the
measurement point ID defined, the corresponding point on the geometry model
turns to Red color, as illustrated in the following screenshot.
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Figure 238. Geometry Window of Input Channel Setup Tab

Measured Signals Setup
MIMO Stepped Sine test will process the acquired data to compute and save the
FRF signals, as well as other signals. The FRF signals are computed and saved
using the host PC.
The measured signals setup window can be launched by clicking the entry under
Setup menu, or using the shortcut key Ctrl + M.
The default setting for On-board and PC Frequency Response (FRF) is that
“Measure all signals”, “Save all signals” are both checked. In this case, the FRF
signals are computed and saved on-board, while the coherence signals are
computed and saved inside the host PC.
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Figure 239. Measured Signals Setup

For other details of the setup, i.e., PC Math Signals, etc., refer to the
corresponding sections in the EDM DSA manual.

Output Channel Setup
The output channel setup allows the user to enable and choose the output signal
that is used to excite the test structure. It is required only when the Amplitude
Control strategy is chosen.
The figure below shows the Burst Random excitation chosen. The parameters
associated with the signal type can be varied accordingly. The output signals from
the excitation sources are synchronized and the output channel is stopped once
the desired number of averages is reached.

Figure 240. Output Channel Setup for MIMO Stepped Sine

System Identification
This tab provides the system FRF between the control signals and the drive
signals. Using this information, the drive signals will be evaluated so as to match
the control channel data to the desired test profiles.
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The system identification panel is only available when the amplitude control
strategy is selected.

Figure 241. System Identification Panel for MIMO Stepped Sine

MIMO Sine Measurement
MIMO Stepped Sine Measurement tab is the place where data will be acquired
and displayed. The left side has the Recent tests tab and Signals tab (collapsed for
this case), which are used for test and signal operations. The main display area
may consist of several display windows, including Acquisition Status window
which is unique for hammer impact test, and several signal display windows to
show different type of signals, i.e., time block signals, spectrum of FRF,
Coherence, etc. On the right side, there is the Control Panel, which is the place the
control buttons and setup buttons are available.
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Figure 242. MIMO Stepped Sine Measurement Tab

Control Panel
The Control Panel residing on the right side of the Measurement tab contains
several control buttons, setup buttons and status display boxes for the operation
of the MIMO Stepped Sine test.
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Figure 243. MIMO Sine Control Panel

On top of the Control Panel, the Connect/Disconnect button can be clicked so
that to connect or disconnect to the Spider hardware. Once it is connected, the
button changes to Disconnect. The status on the right-hand side will change
accordingly to show whether Spider hardware is online or offline.
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Figure 244. MIMO Sine Test Control Buttons

The control button availability is dynamic based on the process of the test. Once
the Spider hardware is connected or not, the Run button is active and can be
clicked to start the data acquisition. Check only button clicking will start the
data acquisition without outputting any drive. Save button is active whenever
there is signal measured and available for save. Config button click will bring up
the Test Configuration window.
Upon click the Run button, the test will be started. If hardware is not connected
before, it will first connect to the Spider hardware, then start the data acquisition.
The active control buttons on the Control panel now change to have Hold, Stop,
Save and Config to be active.
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Figure 245. MIMO Sine Run Button Clicked

Once Hold button is clicked, test progress will be paused. And this button itself
will change to Cont. button. Click the Cont. button will continue the test. Click
Stop button will stop the test and the buttons and test status will set back to that
at the starting point.
Below the control buttons are some setup and status indicator boxes. Sine Mode
running is shown (Stepped module available for now). Test Level is shown, as 0
dB for this case; with the Drive Pk listed. The below indicator bar illustrates
these values graphically. Ctrl peak (g) and Target peak (g) boxes show the
control channel level and target level respectively. Also displayed is the current
Frequency.
The Status subtab contains the status value for the test. The Elapsed/Total uses
the progress bar to indicate test time versus the total scheduled. While the
Remaining time box illustrates the remaining time. Sweep count indicate the
current sweep count, in case of multiple sweeps are on the way. Sweep speed
box shows the sine sweep speed. Below are the pk-pk displacement and velocity at
the current sweep frequency.
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Figure 246. Status subtab

When the Operations tab is highlighted, the control buttons for operation are
shown. Once the current sweep test is done, the top two buttons: Next point,
Previous point will be active. Click either one will move the point ID per setup
in the input channel to the new point ID, and start the next data acquisition.
The next four controls are used to control the level, including, Set level, Restore
level, Level up and Level down. As for the sweep control, user can use the
following buttons to Hold or Release the sweep, Hold sweep and Release
sweep; and change the sweep direction, Sweep up and Sweep down. To
change the sweep speed, click the button Inc. speed or Dec. speed. T0 set the
current frequency, click the Set freq button. To start a fresh average of the sine
measurement, click the Reset avg button. To record the time stream data to a
digital file, the Rec. button can be clicked.

Figure 247. Operations subtab
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If this point group FRF signals are not acquired correctly, Reset avg can be
clicked to redo the data acquisition on the same point/direction (DOF(s)).
Click Next point, the point ID will be incremented by the incremental number
defined before, and start the data acquisition on these measurement DOFs.
Equivalently, Previous point button click will set the point ID the number of
incremental value less, and start the data acquisition on these points.
Note, before click Next point or Previous point, be sure to move the
measurement transducers to the corresponding DOFs (location/direction) based
on the testing mesh of the structure.
Test can be stopped at any time in the middle of the test. Then it can be started
again. For these cases, multiple set of FRF signals for the same DOFs group will
be acquired and saved. EDM Modal software always takes the most recent FRF
signals for the coming Modal Data Selection session.
When all the DOFs are measured and FRF signals are all acquired, it is time to
move on to the next Modal Analysis stage: Modal data selections. The details are
discussed in the Modal Analysis chapter.
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Acquiring Modal Data using Operational Modal Testing
EDM Modal Operational Modal Analysis (OMA) test includes a dedicated test
setup and operation process flow using ambient vibration data only. With a large
channel count data acquisition system (i.e., Spider-80X or Spider-80Xi), this
response only measurement using ambient excitation method provides much
higher efficiency and accuracy for the spectrum measurements while minimizing
local stresses on the test article.
Typical modal analysis methods and procedures are based on forced excitation
tests carried out in the laboratory. And Frequency Response Functions (FRFs) are
measured as input to the modal parameter identification. However, the real
loading conditions to which a structure is subjected often differs considerably
from those used in laboratory testing. In many cases, i.e., excitation of off-shore
platforms or traffic/wind excitation of a bridge, forced excitation tests are very
difficult, if not impossible, to conduct, at least with standard testing equipment. In
such cases operational vibration data are often the only ones available.
The Operational Modal Analysis testing is designed to measure the ambient
vibration response data and process the data which will be ready for the modal
parameter identification. The resulted Cross-Power Spectrum vector(s) can be
further smoothed using the deconvolution method before the modal analysis
happens.

Create a New Test
A new test is created by selecting New Test under Test menu. This opens the
New Test Wizard window, shown as following. From Modal tab click the
Operational Modal Analysis entry on the right-side panel.
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Figure 248. Create a New Operational Modal Analysis Test

If there’s an existing geometry model, click Choose button to browse to an
existing geometry model. Or the geometry model can be created or imported after
the test is created under Geometry tab.
Click Next>, New Test Wizard window is shown as following,

Figure 249. New Test Wizard
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Assign a Test name and Test description to the corresponding text boxes. The
Append the sequence number can be checked so that a sequence number is
appended to the test name. User has the choice either to use the default test
library, or the template test to create.
The valid Spider system can be selected from the dropdown list. And the Test
directory box illustrates the path and test name. The check box of Create new
run folder for each run can be checked or unchecked by user. When it is
checked, each time the test is started/stopped, a new run folder will be created to
hold the saved signals. If it is unchecked, all the incoming saved signals will be
saved to the same run folder, no matter how many times the test is started and
stopped.
Click Next brings the New Test Wizard window to next page.

Figure 250. Signals Selection

Check the signal types to be computed in real-time. In this type of test, Time
Stream signal, Time Block signal, APS signal, and CPS signals are available to be
computed in real time inside DSP.
Once all the settings are done, click Finish. The new Operational Modal Analysis
test is created and presented as following.
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Figure 251. Overview of A Newly Created Operational Modal Analysis test

Test Configuration
Test Configuration window can be launched from Setup menu, or using the
hot key Ctrl + T.

Figure 252. Access to Test Configuration

Another way to launch the Test Configuration window is from Control panel,
which is available in the Operational Modal Analysis test, Measurement tab.
Analysis Parameters
In the Test Configuration window, Analysis Parameters tab is the first entry. It is
used to set up the FFT analysis parameters, and EMA settings.
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Figure 253. Analysis Parameters Tab of Test Configuration window

The first group of setup parameters is FFT analysis settings.
Frequency Range is defined as the maximum frequency range for the spectrum
analysis. Frequency range determines the corresponding sampling rate required.
Block Size/Line are the number of samples in each time block and the number
of (un-aliased) spectral lines in each resulting spectrum. The pair of parameters
can be selected from the pulldown list.
Window let the user choose the type of window applied during FFT operation.
Windowing functions help reduce leakage and increase the precision of the
frequency measurement.
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Figure 254. Window Functions Selection

The available windows are shown from above pulldown list screenshot.
In general, select Uniform window (no window) for triggered transient type
signals, Hanning for general continuous signals and Flattop when studying
sinusoidal signals. Detailed descriptions about window types and average modes
can be found in the DSA Basics document.
Overlap Ratio sets the proportion of the samples in a time block that are
overlapped (redundant with samples in a prior block) when calculating the FFT of
(un-triggered) continuous signals. Higher overlap ratios result in faster variance
reduction per unit time producing smoother data but they increase the processing
requirements. The Overlap Ratio options are: no overlap, 25%, 50%, 75%, 87.5%,
95% and As High As Possible.
Average Mode setup includes: Linear, Exponential, and Peak Hold. Linear
average treats every frame of signal with equal weight. The spectra from multiple
blocks are linearly averaged at each frequency. The data acquisition will stop once
the linear average number is reached. Exponential averaging is a moving or
evolving average that favors the most recently measured frame. The data
acquisition continues until stopped by user. While Peak Hold average keeps the
peak at each frequency point of the spectrum as new frame is acquired and
included in the averaged spectrum.
Average Number is the number of blocks that are averaged for the signal
spectrum. Increasing the number of averages will reduce the variance of the signal
spectrum.
FFT Average On/Off allows the user to turn on/off the FFT average.
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LPF Cutoff Frequency allows the user to specify the cutoff frequency of the
low-pass filter.
The Test summary lists the parameters per previous settings. They are Block time
in second, time resolution in second, sampling rate in Hz, frequency resolution in
Hz, and analysis frequency range in Hz.
EMA settings can be found on the right side of the analysis parameters window,

Figure 255. EMA Settings

Auto Increment to Next Point automatically move the measurement DOFs to
the next batch of points per increment setting in the input channel table, after the
current points measurement is done. It can be checked or unchecked.
Auto-save at Completion of Averaging allows the software to automatically
save the data when the average process is completed.
Prompt to save after completion of each average will result in a prompt
window at the end of the average process. User has the choice to confirm of save
or not.
Run Schedule, Event Action Rules Setup, Save/Recording Setup entries in the
Test Configuration window are identical to that discussed in the EDM DSA
manual. For details, please refer to the corresponding sections of DSA manual for
details.

Input Channel Setup
In Operational Modal Analysis test, Input Channel Setup tab is the second tab
right to the Geometry Editor tab. It has two windows: input channel table, and the
geometry window.
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Figure 256. Operational Modal Analysis Test Input Channel Setup Tab

Channel Table
The Channel Table contains the following setup parameters.
On/Off enables or disables the channel.
Location ID assigns a custom label used to identify the source in the signal
display and other setup windows.
Reference defines a channel as reference channel.
DOFs is the Degrees of Freedom label defined by the following Measurement
point ID and Coordinate (direction).
Measurement Point ID is the measurement point ID this input channel is
connected to.
Coordinate defines the direction of the measurement point. The Cartesian,
Cylindrical and Spherical coordinate systems are all supported. Combined with
the Measurement point ID, it defines the measurement DOFs of this input
channel is measuring.
Increment Point is the interval between the adjacent measurement points. Its
setting value depends on the roving method and how many sensors are used. This
value will be used for Auto increment measurement point, and when Next Point,
Previous Point buttons on the Control Panel is clicked (Details will be discussed in
the Control Panel section).
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Measurement Quantity defines the physical unit that will be measured by the
sensor connected to the channel. Click the box, and select the wanted entry from
the pulldown list.

Figure 257. Measurement Quantity Selection

Engineering unit shows the EU for the channel, per global setting of each
measurement quantity.
Sensitivity sets the proportionality factor for the measurement, millivolts per
engineering unit, which is given as a parameter of the sensor.
Input mode is the electrical interface mode of the input channel as following,

Figure 258. Input Mode Selection

The supported modes are IEPE, AC/DC, Single End/Differential, Charge, and Inline/External Charge Amplifier.
Sensor allows user to select the sensor from the library, by left mouse click the
box. Right mouse click gives the choices to save the sensor to a library, Read
TEDS, Copy/Paste selected cells.
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Figure 259. Sensor options in drop-down menu

In addition to reading the calibration values of the sensor, the EDM software can
also obtain the DOF details of the transducer like component name, point id and
direction.
To read all TEDS together, click on the drop-down list of the Sensor tab and select
Read All TEDS.

Figure 260. Read All TEDS

Figure 261. Read TEDS completed
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After the TEDS sensors are read, click Apply and save to implement the
geometry properties of the sensors into the input channel.
Acquiring the location properties of the sensor in addition to its sensitivities and
other manufacturing details greatly reduces the time and efforts of establishing
the hardware and software for tests involving multiple channel systems. This
feature also diminishes the complexity of the setup and hence prevents any error
due to wrong connections.
Max. sensor range sets the max voltage range for each input channel.
Low-Pass Filter Fc (Hz) allows the user to apply a filter that can be used to
remove higher frequency content.
High-Pass Filter Fc (Hz) sets the digital high-pass filter frequency, used to
remove spurious low frequency and DC signals. To measure very low frequency or
DC signals, set this value to zero and use the DC-SE or the DC-DI input mode.
Geometry window
The Geometry window interactively work with the Input channel table during the
setup process.
The display controls of the geometry model are the same as that discussed in the
Geometry editor chapter. When one input channel is selected to set up, with the
measurement point ID defined, the corresponding point on the geometry model
turns to Red color, as illustrated in the following screenshot.

Figure 262. Geometry Window of Input Channel Setup Tab
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Measured Signals Setup
Operational Modal Analysis test will process the acquired data to compute and
save the Cross-Power Spectrum (CPS) signals, as well as other signals. The CPS
signals are computed and saved using the DSP on the frontend.
The measured signals setup window can be launched by clicking the entry under
Setup menu, or using the shortcut key Ctrl + M.
The default setting for Cross-Power Spectra (CPS) is that “Measure all signals”,
“Save all signals” are both checked. In this case, the CPS signals are computed and
saved inside the frontend DSP.

Figure 263. Measured Signals Setup

For other details of the setup, i.e., PC Math Signals, etc., refer to the
corresponding sections in the EDM DSA manual.

Operational Modal Analysis Scope
Operational Modal Analysis test Scope tab provides the user the place to check the
signals before real test starts. This tab is the place where time and spectrum data
will be acquired and displayed.
The left side has the Recent tests tab and Signals tab (collapsed in the following
screenshot), which are used for test and signal operations. The main display area
may consist of several display windows for signal display windows to show
different type of signals, i.e., time block signals, spectrum, etc. On the right side,
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there is the Control Panel, which is the place the control buttons and setup
buttons are available.

Figure 264. Scope tab

The time data as well as its spectrum can be checked during the Scope stage. The
Channel Status window lists the channels status from all the Spider modules. The
above sample illustrates a system with 8 Spider-80Xi modules, total of 64 input
channels.
The Control panel has the Scope run control buttons. Typically, the exponential
average mode can be used to have the data acquisition running continuously.
Once all the channels have the right expected signals, it is time to move on to the
Measurement tab to start the real data measurement.

Operational Modal Analysis Measurement
Operational Modal Analysis Measurement tab is the place where data will be
acquired and displayed. The left side has the Recent tests tab and Signals tab,
which are used for test and signal operations. The main display area may consist
of several display windows, including Acquisition Status window which is unique
for Operational Modal Analysis test, and several signal display windows to show
different type of signals, i.e., time block signals, APS spectrum, Cross-Power
Spectrum etc. On the right side, there is the Control Panel, which is the place the
control buttons and setup buttons are available.
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Figure 265. OMA Test Measurement Tab

Control Panel
The Control Panel residing on the right side of the Measurement tab contains
several control buttons, setup buttons and status display boxes for the operation
of the Operational Modal Analysis test.
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Figure 266. OMA Control Panel

On top of the Control Panel, the Connect/Disconnect button can be clicked so
that to connect or disconnect to the Spider hardware. Once it is connected, the
button changes to Disconnect. The status on the right-hand side will change
accordingly to show whether Spider hardware is online or offline.

Figure 267. OMA Test Control Buttons
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The control button availability is dynamic based on the process of the test. Once
the Spider hardware is connected, the Run button is active and can be clicked to
start the data acquisition. Config button click will bring up the Test
Configuration window. Total elapsed text box illustrates the total elapsed test
time. The output voltage in peak is shown in the Output pk text box. Avg #
shows the number of frames acquired/total.
Below are the test analysis parameters list. They can be set from each pulldown
list box before test is started. Once test is started, these boxes will be grayed out.

Figure 268. OMA Test analysis parameters

Moving down, there are action and setup buttons,

Figure 269. OMA Test Action and Setting Buttons

View window button click will pop up the window setup and display window, as
following,
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Figure 270. Window Function View

Above screen illustrates the Hanning window, which could be used for random
type of signals.
Upon click the Run button, the test will be started. If hardware is not connected
before, it will first connect to the Spider hardware, then start the data acquisition.

Figure 271. OMA Run Button Clicked

The active control buttons on the Control panel now change to have Hold, Stop,
Rec. and Save to be active.
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Once Hold button is clicked, test progress will be paused. And this button itself
will change to Cont. button. Click the Cont. button will continue the test. Click
Stop button will stop the test and the buttons and test status will set back to that
at the starting point.
Total elapsed time text box displays the test time elapsed since start button is
clicked. And Output pk shows the output signal level. Avg # shows the accepted
frame count vs. total frame count.
When the total average # is reached, the test will be stopped automatically and
signals will be saved per save mode setting. The control panel buttons will be
updated to as following,

Figure 272. OMA Control Panel Average number reached
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If this point group signals are not acquired correctly, Reset avg can be clicked to
redo the data acquisition on the same point/direction (DOF(s)).
Click Next point, the point ID will be incremented by the incremental number
defined before, and start the data acquisition on these measurement DOFs.
Equivalently, Previous point button click will set the point ID the number of
incremental value less, and start the data acquisition on these points.
Note, before click Next point or Previous point, be sure to move the
measurement transducers to the corresponding DOFs (location/direction) based
on the testing mesh of the structure.
Test can be stopped at any time in the middle of the test. Then it can be started
again. For these cases, multiple set of signals for the same DOFs group will be
acquired and saved. EDM Modal software always takes the most recent signals for
the coming Modal Data Selection session.
When all the DOFs are measured and signals are all acquired, it is time to move
on to the next Modal Analysis stage: Modal data selections. The details are
discussed in the Modal Analysis chapter
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EMA Licensing
Introduction
EDM requires a license key file to run. This file verifies that the user has
purchased the software features. A license key is linked to one or more hardware
devices by serial number. If you try to connect to a device with a serial number not
in the current license key, an error will be displayed.
Only one license key file is active at a time. To change the active key, open the
License Key Manager under the Tools menu. The available license keys are
listed at the top and information about the selected one is shown in the bottom.
Double-click a listing to activate it. EDM will have to be restarted for license key
changes to take effect. If a license key isn’t listed, but is present on your local
computer, click Browse New License Key to find it.
The Software Renew Period is the time period during which the software can
be upgraded. The Software Activation Period is the time period during which
the software is operational and can be used.

Figure 273. EDM License Key Management Window
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The license key for EDM modal analysis is much different from DSA and VCS
since it requires the activation which can be completed online or offline.

Online Activation
Online activation requires Internet connection to let the license key server to
validate the license key and activate it over the Internet. It is usually faster and
less complicated when the PC running the EDM has Internet connection.
The EDM License Key Management window is accessible from Tools->License
Key Manager. Once the window is opened, click “Browse New License Key”
button to load the VSN license key file. Then, the VSN information will be
displayed. The total license count indicates on how many PC in total the license
key can be activated. The available license key count indicates the remaining
quota.

Figure 274. VSN Information in EDM License Key Management

Click the “Activate” button to activate the license key and EDM will pop up a
confirmation window. Then the “Activate” button becomes the “Deactivate”
button; the available license count is decreased by 1.
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Figure 275. Confirmation of Successful Activation

Figure 276. Available License Count Change and Deactivation Button

Online Deactivation
Online deactivation is the reverse process of the online activation which also
requires Internet connection to let the license key server to validate the license key
and deactivate it over the Internet.
Click the “Deactivate” button to deactivate the current license key from the PC in
operation. The confirmation popup window will show up to ask for user’s
confirmation. Click “Yes” to finish the deactivation. Then the “Deactivate” button
becomes the “Activate” button; the available license count is increased by 1.
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Figure 277. Asking for Confirmation of Deactivation

Figure 278. Confirmation of Successful Deactivation

Offline Activation
Internet is not always available when doing the modal testing especially for those
projects in poor reception area in the field. In case to transfer the license key to
another machine, user can use the offline activation to make the license key active
on that machine.
The EDM License Key Management window is accessible from Tools->License
Key Manager. Once the window is opened, click “Browse New License Key”
button to load the VSN license key file. Then, the VSN information will be
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displayed. The total license count indicates on how many PC in total the license
key can be activated. The available license key count indicates the remaining
quota.

Figure 279. VSN Information in EDM License Key Management

Click the “Activate” button to activate the license key and EDM will pop up a
confirmation window. When there is no Internet connection, the EDM will pop
up a window showing the activation is failed.

Figure 280. Confirmation of Successful Deactivation

Click the “OK” button in the popup window, then there are two extra buttons are
shown up. One is the “Activate using Mobile Phone”; the other is “Offline
Activate”.
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Figure 281. Activation using Mobile Phone and Offline Activation

Click the “Activate using Mobile Phone” button; EDM pops up an “Offline
Activation” window with a QR code. The user must have a smartphone which has
QR code reader installed, and this phone must have Internet access via the
cellular network. Scan the QR code with the phone, then a webpage as shown
below will open on the phone.

Figure 282. Two-step Activation on the Smartphone
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Follow the two-step procedure on the phone to activate the license key. Copy the
license strings into the EDM and click “Verify”.

Figure 283. Offline Activation Procedure on EDM

Once it is activated, the “Activate” button becomes the “Deactivate” button; the
available license count is decreased by 1.
Here’s another option. Click the “Offline Activate” button; EDM pops up an
“Offline Activation” window. Copy the text string in the Step 1.

Figure 284. Offline Activation Procedure on EDM
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Go to the following Crystal Instruments Online License Management website at
http://license.go-ci.com/edmvsn. Paste the text string in Step 1 of EDM window
to the Step 1 on the website. Then click the “Activate” button on the website. This
will generate another text string in Step 2 on the website as shown below.

Figure 285. Two-step Activation on the PC

Copy the text string in Step 2 on the website to the Step 2 window on the EDM;
then click the “Verify” button. EDM will pop up a confirmation window. Then the
“Activate” button becomes the “Deactivate” button; the available license count is
decreased by 1.
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Figure 286. Confirmation of Successful Activation

Offline Deactivation
Offline deactivation is the reverse process of the offline activation. When Internet
is not available, this is the only way to deactivate the license key to release the
available license count.
Click the “Deactivate” button to deactivate the current license key from the PC in
operation. The confirmation popup window will show up to ask for user’s
confirmation. Click “Yes” then you will see the popup window showing the
deactivation failed.

Figure 287. Asking for Confirmation of Deactivation
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Figure 288. Confirmation of Unsuccessful Deactivation

Click the “OK” button in the popup window, then there is an “Offline Activate”
button showing up. Click the “Offline Activate” button to pop up another window
with a “QR Code” button. Click the “QR Code” button to display the QR Code.
Scan the QR code by using a smartphone with Internet access.

Figure 289. Offline Deactivation Procedures on the EDM
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Figure 290. Display QR Code

A webpage on the smartphone will then confirm the deactivate is done.

Figure 291. Confirmation of Deactivation on the Smartphone
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Click the “Close” button to close the offline deactivation window on the EDM;
then EDM will pop up a message “Please make sure you deactivate VSN on
OLM”; click “Yes” to finish. EDM will pop up another message “Deactivate
success”. The “Deactivate” button becomes the “Activate” button and the available
license count is increased by 1.

Figure 292. Confirmation of Successful Deactivation

If such a smartphone is not available, click the “Copy” button instead of the “QR
Code” button at the previous step. Go to the following Crystal Instruments Online
License Management website at Error! Hyperlink reference not valid..
Paste the text string to the Step 1 on the website. Then click the “Deactivate”
button on the website.
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Figure 293. Deactivation Procedure on the PC

This will finish the deactivation process with the confirmation message as shown
below.

Figure 294. Confirmation of Successful Deactivation
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EDM Keyboard Shortcuts
Command
Help
Run, Start
Pause, Hold
Continue
Stop
Record
Save Sigs
New Test
Find Test

Keys
F1
F2
F3
F4
F5
F6
F7
Ctrl-N
Ctrl-F

Copy image

Ctrl-C

Add Annotation

Ctrl-A

Save Window Signal

Ctrl-S

Cache Signal

Ctrl-K

Test Config
Global Setting
New window
Auto/Fix all

Ctrl-T
Ctrl-G
Ctrl-W
Ctrl-Q

Un-Zoom

Ctrl-Z

Scroll plots (left, right)
Scroll plots (up, down)

Left and right
keys
Up and down
keys

Cursor on/off

Spacebar

Time Stream
Time Blocks
Spectrum
Frequency Response
Function
Composite
Digital I/O
Channel Status
Customize
Save Active Window
as…
Connect
Disconnect

Ctrl+1
Ctrl+2
Ctrl+3

Description
Open a Help file
Start the test or measurement
Pause or hold the test
Continue the test
Stop the test
Record the time stream
Save signals in the list
Create a new test
Find test (open find test tab)
Copy an image of the active window to the
clipboard
Add annotation to the active window if there is
no cursor. Add annotation to the cursor
location if there is a cursor.
Save the signals in the active window
Cache signals in the active window. If there are
many signals in the active window, cache all of
them.
The cached signals will be listed in the cached
pane (in the lower left corner).
Configure current test
Access Global settings
Open an overlaid new empty window
Toggle Auto scale and fix scale for all windows
Zoom back to the previous scaling range for
the active window
Move the plot scales to the left or right for
about 1/20 of the active window
Move the plot scales to the top or bottom for
about 1/20 of the active window
Enable or disable the cursor on the active
window

Ctrl+4
Ctrl+5
Ctrl+6
Ctrl+7
Ctrl+Shift+I
Ctrl+Shift+S
Ctrl+Shift+C
Ctrl+Shift+D
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Installing the Engineering Data Management Software (EDM)
EDM software only works in Windows environment. Currently it supports
Windows 7 and above version (both 32-bit and 64-bit system). To install the
desktop software on your PC, insert the included CD-ROM into your CD drive. If
the Welcome Screen does not automatically open, you can run the Setup.exe file
on the root level of the CD.

Figure 295: Welcome Screen for EDM Installation CD.

EDM requires MSSQL server 2008 R2 version, server 2014, or later.

Microsoft SQL Database Server Installation
EDM requires an SQL database server. Currently, EDM software supports
Microsoft SQL Server 2008 R2 and Microsoft SQL Server 2014. If neither of the
SQL database managers is installed, the EDM installer will prompt the user to
install MSSQL before installing EDM. If MSSQL is already installed, the
installation of database software will be skipped and the existing database
software will be used with EDM.
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Figure 296. SQL Server Installation Wizard

The following instructions describe how to install the MSSQL Server Software.
MSSQL is separate software licensed for use with EDM. It is used to manage the
database that stores route and measurement data.
The EDM installer will prepare the necessary files for MSSQL Server Installation
and will begin installing MSSQL.

Figure 297. EDM Extracting MSSQL Installation Files

The message box and the command line window below indicate that the MSSQL
installer has been initialized successfully. Do not close any windows during the
setup process.
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Figure 298. MSSQL installation initialization

Figure 299. MSSQL Installation Wizard Launching

The Installation Wizard will prepare support files for troubleshooting and Help
menus after installation.

Figure 300. MSSQL Support Files Setup

The Wizard is configured to install MSSQL with default options that ensure it
works with EDM. There are no settings that need to be specified by the user.
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Figure 301. MSSQL Installation in Progress

When the database server is successfully installed the EDM installation will begin.
The following section discusses the installation procedure for EDM.
Note: Having a computer and a user account with the
same name can cause login errors. If problems are
encountered logging into MSSQL, verify that the computer
name does not match any user account. To check the
computer name: right-click on My Computer and select
Properties. The computer name will be on the first page. To
check the user name: right-click on My Computer and
select Manage. Expand Local Users and Groups and click
on Users to see all user accounts.
Windows Installer 4.5 is a prerequisite for MSSQL
installation. The system must be rebooted after Windows
Installer 4.5 is installed.
Folder may not have the advanced options of encryption or
compression enabled.
When EDM fails to connect to the MSSQL server database,
deleting “EDM.database.dll.config” might solve the
problem.
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EDM Software Installation Wizard
The EDM installer will launch immediately after completing the installation of the
MSSQL database management software. To install the Engineering Data
Management (EDM) software without installing an SQL server, click Install EDM
Software (version X.X.X.X) from the EDM Installation screen to launch the
Installation Wizard.
Important: SQL database software is necessary for EDM
to operate. The supported database managers are MSSQL
Server 2008 R2 (recommended and installed by default)
and MSSQL Server 2014.

Figure 302. EDM Installation Wizard

Click Next to begin the installation process.
Review and accept the license agreement and click Next.
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Figure 303. EDM License Agreement Acceptance Page

To install EDM a valid license key is required. If the default location does not
contain your license key, browse for the correct folder. Once the license key has
been specified, press Next.

Figure 304. License Key Directory Page
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The Software Renew Period is the time period during which the software can
be upgraded. The Software Activation Period is the time period during which
the software is operational and can be used.
Where is My License Key?
There are two ways to obtain your EDM software License Key.
When you received your Spider module from Crystal Instruments, you should
have received an automated email message with shipping information, your EDM
license key file, and your product serial number. The license key file is a file that
contains the LIC extension.
If you have not received this email message, or do not have your license key, you
will need to obtain the license key file from the Crystal Instruments support
website: http://www.go-ci.com/support.asp. If you do not have a password, call
Crystal Instruments tech support and they will send it to you. (Your login
username is the product serial number).
It is a good idea to store the License Key, the serial number
of your instruments, and your password somewhere secure
where you can always find them. You will need this
information to log onto the CI Technical Support Site for
assistance and updates. If they are lost, please call CI
Technical Support at +1(408) 986-8880.
Continue the installation process after obtaining the License Key files. Select the
features to be installed.
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Specify the installation directory and press Next. The default directory is
C:\Program Files\Crystal Instruments\EDM.

Figure 305. Installation Directory Page

If desired, specify a preferred location for Data Files, CSA Projects, Arbitrary
Signal files, and Limit Collection files. Press Next to continue.

Figure 306. EDM Default Save Location Page
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Specify the Start Menu folder name and press Next.

Figure 307. Programs Folder Title Page

Select your preferences for Shortcuts, Default Units, Default Language, Paper
Size, and Multiple Module support. These settings can be changed later in the
EDM Settings menu. Press Next.

Figure 308. EDM Default Settings
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Review the installation settings. Click Back if changes are necessary. Click Next if
all settings are correct. The Installation Wizard will then set up EDM according to
the settings you have chosen.

Figure 309. Installation Summary Page

Click Finish to exit the EDM installer.

Figure 310. Completed Installation Page
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Limited Warranty & Limitation of Liability
Each CI product is warranted to be free from defects in material and
workmanship under normal use and service. The warranty period is one year for
the Spider hardware and its accessories. The warranty period begins on the date
of shipment. Parts, product repairs and services are warranted for 90 days. This
warranty extends only to the original buyer or end-user customer of a CI
authorized reseller, and does not apply to fuses, disposable batteries or to any
product which, in CI's opinion, has been misused, altered, neglected or damaged
by accident or abnormal conditions of operation or handling. CI warrants that
software will operate substantially in accordance with its functional specifications
for one year and that it has been properly recorded on non-defective media. CI
does not warrant that software will be error free or operate without interruption.
CI authorized resellers shall extend this warranty on new and unused products to
end user customers only but have no authority to extend a greater or different
warranty on behalf of CI. Warranty support is available if the product is
purchased through a CI authorized sales outlet or the Buyer has paid the
applicable international price. CI reserves the right to invoice the Buyer for
importation costs of repair/replacement parts when product purchased in one
country is submitted for repair in another country.
CI's warranty obligation is limited, at CI's option, to refund of the purchase price,
free of charge repair, or replacement of a defective product which is returned to a
CI authorized service center within the warranty period.
To obtain warranty service, contact your nearest CI authorized service center or
send the product, with a description of the difficulty, postage and insurance
prepaid (FOB Destination), to the nearest CI authorized service center. CI
assumes no risk for damage in transit. Following warranty repair, the product will
be returned to Buyer, transportation prepaid (FOB Destination). If CI determines
that the failure was caused by misuse, alteration, accident or abnormal condition
of operation or handling, CI will provide an estimate of repair costs and obtain
authorization before commencing the work. Following repair, the product will be
returned to the Buyer transportation prepaid and the Buyer will be billed for the
repair and return transportation charges.
This warranty is the buyer's sole and exclusive remedy and is in lieu
of all other warranties, expressed or implied, including but not
limited to any implied warranty of merchantability or fitness for a
particular purpose. CI shall not be liable for any special, indirect,
incidental or consequential damages or losses, including loss of data,
whether arising from breach of warranty or based on contract, tort,
reliance or any other theory.
Since some countries or states do not allow limitation of the term of an implied
warranty, or exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damages, the
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limitations and exclusions of this warranty may not apply to every buyer. If any
provision of this Warranty is held invalid or unenforceable by a court of
competent jurisdiction, such holding will not affect the validity or enforceability of
any other provision.
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